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The BG News
Judge reduces
charges against
hunger striker

BRIEFLY
Inside
President for 'L.I.F.E.'

University President Paul
Olscamp willpartake in a
game of L.I.F.E. Monday
night in the Union. The
game is similar to the Milton Bradley board game,
which simulates real life
events. Olscamp is scheduled to be the banker, starting each player with $3,000.
► See page 5.
Friendly competition:

This Saturday night will
be the 18th annual Ms.
Bronze Pageant. The pageant stresses unity between
the participants and focuses
on the self-made woman,
rather than beauty standards.
► See page 5.

Campus
Convocation hotted:

University President Paul
Olscamp will host a convocation Monday to discuss
the University's budget situation, and possible rising
health care costs for faculty
and staff.
The meeting will be 3-5
p.m. in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, and is open to all
faculty, staff and students.
WBGU-TV also will
broadcast the convocation
live on campus (closedcircuit channel 8) and to the
Firelands, closed-circuit
channel 7).
Silent films shown:

Two movies of the silent
film era will be presented
with live piano accompaniment by Stuart Oderman
April 20 and 21 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Gish Film Theater.
"Broken Blossoms" and
"A Romance of Happy Valley" will be featured.
Both films will be shown
free and are directed by
D.W. Griffith and star Lillian Gish.
Scientist honored:

A conference examining
the life and works of scientist Michael Faraday will be
featured Saturday, April 20
at 9:30 a.m. in the McFall
Assembly Room.
The year 1991 marks the
200th anniversary of Faraday's birth, and the conference will note his discoveries in electricity, magnetism and field theory.
Forum presented:

The Ethnic Cultural Arts
Program (ECAP) is presenting an educational
forum Saturday, April 20 in
the Amani. The forum, 10
a.m. to 4:40 p.m., will highlight women and reggae,
black exploitation films and
ethnic invisibility.
For more information
contact Gisela Alvarez at
372-7122.
TV guides partying:

WBGU-TV will rebroadcast its forum discussion "The Responsible
Party," addressing the traditional East
Merry/Frazee parties, on
closed circuit channel 24 at
the following times:
4/18 at 5 p.m., 4/19 at 1
p.m., 4/21 at 6 p.m., 4/22 at
5p.m., 4/23 at 12:30 p.m.,
4/24 at 10 p.m., 4/25 at 1
p.m., 4/26 at 5 p.m.

Weather
Breezy and rainy:

Today, breezy with
periods of rain. High 50 to
55. Winds mostly east 15 to
25 mph. Chance of rain 80
percent. Tonight, rain. Low
in the mid 40s. Chance of
rain near 100 percent. Saturday, mostly cloudy with a
chance of rain. High 50 to 55.
Chance of rain 50 percent.
compiled from local and
wire reports

The director of STORM (Stop
Trashing our Resources in Michigan), Adams gained national attention after he linked himself to
Charges were reduced against the boxcar April 5, claiming the
Thomas ndams, arrested for train was loaded with about 2,400
chaining himself to a boxcar he tons of hazardous waste.
says is filled with toxic waste, but
According to STORM, CSX
said he will continue his hunger
planned to transport the waste to
strike in jail.
Judge S. Dwight Osterud re- an undetermined site in Ohio beduced felony charges of disrupt- fore Adams intervened.
Dressed in an orange jumpsuit,
ing public service and vandalism
to tresspassing and mischief dur- his hair shoulder length, Adams
smiled as he entered the courting his pretrial Thursday.
But Adams, of Frankenmuth, room, his spirits appearing high
Mich, refused to pay the com- despite his nearly 12 days without
bined $300 bond in Perrysburg
Municipal Court, returning to the
Wood County Justice Center to
A small band of environmental
continue his fast.
activists gathered on the courthAccording to testimony by CSX ouse steps, carrying signs bearforeman Dave Miller, workers ing such urgencies as Cleanup
cut the boxcar's handbrake not Coverup" and "Ohio-the
Adams was linked to — not the Dump of it All".
chain itself — to avoid injury to
Attending the pretrial, the dethe protester.
However, Osterud sided with fendant's mother, Shirley Adams
Adams when a (Toledo) said she is worried about her
Bladephoto of Adams with the son's health, but wants him to
boxcar demonstrated the chain keep fighting for his cause.
Leo Adams, Tom's father, said
used by Adams could have been
cut and the damage to the hand- he believes "the wrong people
brake was the result of CSX's own [are beingjput in jail" and he
decision.
supports what his son is doing.
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

BO Nswt/Todd Swanson
Environmentalist Thomas Adams sits in Perrysburg Municipal Court during his Thursday afternoon pretrial
hearing. Adams had chained himself to a CSX boxcar he claimed contained hazardous waste, on April 8
in Walbridge, O and was originally charged with felonies.

Glenn examines Undergraduates discuss
decreased budget ethnic studies relevance
Cutbacks to stow some cleanup projects

by Marvin C. Brown
staff writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. John Glenn raised questions Thursday
about the government's ability to honor agreements to clean up contamination at Fernald, Ohio, and weapons plants in other states.
The Ohio Democrat made public the Energy Department's list of
cleanup projects that couldn't be financed under the budget submitted
to Congress.
Included on that list was a delay in moving ahead on planned
cleanup actions and waste characterization' 'at various sites.'
The department document, submitted to a committee Glenn heads
for inclusion in the public record of an earlier hearing, said the delay
"will make it necessary to renegotiate a number of agreement milestones with the Environmental Protection Agency and the states."
When that is viewed beside the likelihood that the nation won't need
to use costly refurbished reactors at the government's Savannah
River Plant, "this leaves the unmistakable impression that the
agency is, again, giving production a blank check at the expense of
cleanup," Glenn complained.
But Energy Secretary James Watkins told the Senate Armed Services Committee that's not the case.
"In no way do I believe production is taking a lead seat to environment and waste management," Watkins said. "We've balanced off as
well as we can" the cleanup and weapons production activities.
Glenn earlier this week had asked Watkins for a site-by-site explanation of which cleanup activities would have to be delayed to accommodate a $109.2 million shift in funds out of the department's 1992 environmental restoration budget.
The department has not yet provided that breakdown.

Applying knowledge gained
through the cultural diversity
curriculum, several white undergraduate students offered their
views on ethnicity in the United
States Thursday night in the
Math Science Building.
According to Lorna Gonsalves
Pinto, sociology teaching fellow,
these presentations given by
members of her Ethnic Studies
101 class are usually presented by
graduate students.
"We are excited," she said.
"These required courses
arehaving an effect on students,
and it's information that could be
passed along to peers."
Alison Yoakam, freshman accounting and mathematics
major, interviewed various people of color for her presentation.
She noted America's "melting
pot" society deprives non-white
people of their heritage.
"[Minorities] become 'Ameri-

U.S., Iraq
talks slated
as refugees
face death

canized' to the point where they
know very little about their
past," she said.
Robert Brewer, freshman elementary education major, also
sees dangers in being in a melting
pot; however, he also believes

placing too much focus on ethnic
differences leads to segregation
and discrimination.
"It would leave us with a country full of Chinatowns, Little Italics, etc..." Brewer said, which
□ See DISCUSSION, page 7.

Past proposal
plagues senate
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

by John Daniszewski
Associated Press writer
INCIRLIK AIR BASE, Turkey
— Iraqi and U.S. officials agreed
Thursday to have their first
direct talks in northern Iraq,
where Saddam Hussein's armies
have crushed a Kurdish rebellion
and sent hundreds of thousands of
refugees fleeing.
Turkish authorities, meanwhile, warned that many more
Kurdish refugees could die before
they are moved to new camps inside Iraq that are to be set up and
Brotected by U.S., French and
ritish forces.
U.S. military teams scouted
Iraqi territory Thursday to
search for sites for refugee
camps, officials in Turkey and at
the Pentagon said.
About three to four dozen
members of the U.S. military are
in Iraq at any given time, Pentagon spokesperson Bob Hall said.
He said the U.S. troops so far
have had no face-to-face contact
with any Iraqi military during
their efforts.
C See TALKS, page 8.

"Ethnic studies,
I think, is an
examination of
the core of our
meaning. It is
literature,
history, music it is the
substance of our
existence."
Ethnic Studies
Chairperson
Robert Perry

•n/Jay Murdock
Former Faculty Senate Chairperson Ann-Marie Lancaster at a
recent senate meeting.

A new era dawned in Faculty Senate when senate
leaders blasted University
President Paul Olscamp last
January. Part IV of "Faculty
Frustrations looks at the effects of the tabled resolution. "
The senate is still recovering from the scars caused by
the "no confidence" motion
introduced by senate leaders
15 months ago.
In January 1990, former
senate officers Ann-Marie
Lancaster and Blaine Ritts
introduced the resolution,
charging Olscamp with poor
budget management, failure
to repsond to staff shortages,
isolating the Board of
Trustees from University
employees and other alleged
errors.
The motion — which was
tabled and never brought to
vote — led Lancaster and
Ritts to resign as officers
within a week, a senate com-

Facultv Frustrations
*>■-!

IV

The Story Behind
Faculty Senate's Actions
plaint to state officials about
a trustee and a senate-sponsored evaluation of Olscamp.
It also may have resultedin
devastation, some senators
say.
''I tried to advise AnnMarie and Blaine not to do
it," said a senate member
who requested anonymity.
"It wasn t going to work, and
could have been less drastic."
Longtime senator Stuart
Givens said the officers'
leadership style —including
the no-confidence motion —
was ineffective.
aSeeSINATi,page6.
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Editorial
'PR' blitz, cops
and the ROTC
Paul knows PR:

The "Olscamp media train" came and left town
Wednesday leaving us wondering: Who's getting to the
bie guy, anyway?
It s not everyday that Olscamp requisitions air time
on WBGU-TV. Officials at Bowling Green's PBS outlet
prefer to air programing of regional importance, not
just relevant to East Merry Avenue. Olscamp must
nave pulled some rank on that one.
He nas even taken air time on WBGU-FM for this
one-sided display. Frankly, we are offended. Like The
News, 88.1 also is Bowling Green's student voice, and
as far as we're concerned let's keep it that way, OK?
Accompanying the one-sided exortion of law and order was a lengthy letter to Bowling Green's other dailv

newspaper.
We note that on television, radio and in print, Olscamp has emphasized he can do nothing about us kids
if we get busted for misdemeanors off-campus (East
Merry).
It seems certain city residents, including Mike
Marsden, associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, would love to see the University discipline students convicted of even minor misdemeanors like disorderly conduct.
Well, to all the permanent residents who take the
time to read us: he can't.
It's not necessarily that he wouldn't. But he can't.
Thanks for your support, Paul.
Quote of the week:

"Because the skating's good and the [campus] cops
are pretty cool, usually."
A local skateboarder earlier this week expressed the
thoughts of many University students as they rolled
through campus.
It's not so much that campus police are "cool," but
rather that students can do more when not under the

hawking eye of the city police.
Students living on East Merry and Frazee avenues
have one week before the festivities are set to kickoff.
After all the arrests and the student activism ... not
much has changed.
But for the majority of students who don't attend the
$1,200 party near the center of campus, "Madness"
will again be crashed by police.
Dorrt be surprised this time around if even more students are arrested.
And, again, it will be no surprise when students pack
the city council meeting the following Monday.
'Chipping' away at discrimination:

Well, almost. In a tight vote, Central Michigan University's Academic Senate voted to retain the services
of ROTC despite a Department of Defense stance —
"homosexuality is incompatible with military service"
— in direct conflict with CMU policy.
Although the measure to eliminate CMU ROTC by
1995 lost 28-22, it does show Chippewa faculty are at
least considering the issue.
Our Faculty Senate should be so progressive.

'What we have here (in BG)
is a failure to communicate'

LETTERS
More reasonable
rules sought for
weekend 'madness'
Editor The News:
Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash cited the following
reasons for concern over the E.
Merry and Frazee Frenzy parties: drunk driving, underage
drinking, loud music, and overcrowed conditions. First of all,
drunk driving is a legitimate concern for everyone. However, given the incredibly limited parking
facilities on campus, I find it hard
to believe that these parties will
increase the number of students
driving drunk. There is nowhere
to park near East Merry and
Frazee. In fact, these spring parties may actually reduce drunk
driving since these parties are an
alternative to the bars; and most
students will have to walk to
these parties.
Second — the hype about
underage drinking is unnecessary. Let's face it, if minors want
to drink, they will. Third — loud
music could be completely ignored if nearby city residents
could make other arrangements
for this annual festive weekend.
Considering students are the
backbone of this city's economy,
isn't it only fair to allow the students this one weekend? Fourth
—Greenbriar, as landlords,
"request all persons on our premises to remain inside of their
respective apartments (i.e. not to
be on the common stairways or
parking lots)." By requesting
this, people will cause overcrowding and also increase the potential for property damage. This
community should work with the
students to create a fun, lawabiding alcoholic party, instead
of working to prevent one.
Beth Zawicki,
Frazee

being broken.
Some students here in BG seem
to believe the law does not apply
to them. The correctness of the 21
and over drinking age is not the
point. It's still against the law to
consume alcohol if one has not
reached his or her 21st birthday.
Those who wish to protest this by
disobeying must also pay the
penalty — arrest. Consuming alcohol in public areas is also
against the law. However, students will continue to drink in the
streets of East Merry Madness.
The "Merry Massacre" would be
avoided if the students/residents
would drink responsibly and obey
the law.
I am tired of The News making
the BG police department seem
to be out of line when cracking
down on Merry Madness. The
truth of the matter is that the students are in the wrong and
changes need to be made on their
side as well as the police's. The
police department actions in the
tall were wrong, but the Madness
celebration will be permitted by
the city if laws are followed.
However, a couple thousand
drinking college students, many
of which are under 21, packed into
the streets with a history of vandalizing property and burning
couches is not lawful. Becoming
aware of the law and realizing
that we, as college students, are
not above it is the path toward a
successful Merry Madness. Blatant defiance is not the solution,
because the BG police will do
their job by upholding the law.
Jeff Yost,
senior

Police department
treats students as
'secondary citizens'

Editor The News:
Upon reading The News and
hearing different accounts of
Saturday's police raid of the College Democrats' party, I am
scared. Did the student activism
and concern, resulting from this
past fall's unjust arrests at East
Editor The News:
Merry, occur all for nothing? We
"Knock, Knock"
cannot forget how the Bowling
"Who's there?"
Green police overstepped their
"Bowling Green Police"
boundaries and have continually
"Oh sh-, it's the cops! If you're manipulated the rights of stuunderage, drop it, hide it, or drink dents. We are being treated as
it!"
secondary citizens.
Having attended a few parties
In The News article, Police
that have been broken up by the Chief Ash said the reports of the
police, this is the way it usually police "pulling and yanking stusounds when the police arrive. dents by [their] arms" was probContrary to popular belief, the ably just hearsay. Is that how a
police only arrive at a party if a public official should react to recomplaint has been voiced. The ported over-aggressive police
officers usually allow the party conduct? Is that what Los Angelthrowers a chance to tone it down es Police Chief Daryl Gates said
before they take action. Then, the when he heard reports of police
arrests are made only if a law is violence? Is it going to take a

Police just doing
their job at Merry

videotape of a man being clubbed
by 10 or 12 policemen before we
take interest?
How long are we — the students. President Olscamp, and
any other persons who should
take interest in the violation of
students' rights — going to let the
Bowling Green police overstep
their boundaries and unjustly
arrest and fine University students? Maybe when a gathering
of you and your friends are
visited by the men in blue will you
be angry enough to do something.
Students need to exercise their
rights and let city officials know
that they won't stand for this. Go
to city council meetings and air
your grievances, register to vote
and put a University student on
city council, write a letter —anything. But don't just sit on your
couch and do nothing. Until students stand up for their rights,
they will continually be exploited
by the police department simply
because we are students
Thomas Mignogna,
political science

Professor clarifies
stance on budget
Editor The News:
I write to correct a statement
attributed to me by Jeremy Stone
Weber in The News , April 17,
1991. I did not suggest that "administrators should carry more
of the financial burden." Rather,
I raised two issues:
1. I objected to the directive
that required teaching units to
forward contingency cuts within
a 24-hour period. In my department, I and several other faculty
members were prevented from
attending a noon "emergency
meeting because we had scheduled obligations. I like, whenever
possible, to take part in my own
professional destiny.
2.1 opined that the kind of contingency cuts being proposed in
teaching units will disadvantage
students and faculty: cancellations of sections and increasing
the size of sections will affect the
quality of education for students
and alter and increase the work
load for faculty and graduate
students who teach. Reductions
in operating budgets will curtail
usage of classroom supplies and
eliminate other classroom related activities affecting both
faculty and students. I said that I
hoped that proposed cuts in nonteaching (classfied and administrative staffs) will be equal to
those that will be absorbed by
students and faculty.
If my remarks suggested anything it would be a plea for equity.
Ralph H.Wolfe,
English professor

They just don't get it.
The University president, the
police chief and the judge, talked
on TV Wednesday night about
how students could have responsible parties.
And they failed to have a student as part of the discussion.
What a joke! And what an example of their respect for students in general.
Rambnngs about stereos blasting and beer drinking by young
people. Geez, it almost sounds as
if Bowling Green is a college
town.
And the tone of the discussion?
Well, from the discussion it
seemed that having a party in
East Merry was tantamount to a
drunken revolution. It was the
mother of all sins. And that those
East Merry residents were like
the last vestiges of Saddam Hussein's elite Republican Guard,
holding out until the end, with the
aid of a stereo and a keg of beer.
It is a disgrace that the same
people who are supposed to serve
the community can be so out of
touch with 17,000 student/citizens.
For example, President Paul
Olscamp and Judge James
Bachman babbled about the
"quality of life in our community." Well, for a University student, quality of life includes
social aspects which quite frankly, are being repressed by overzealous doughnut-fed cops.
The reason this discussion deserves attention is the rambling
rhetoric used was not only pathetic but dangerous.
Do old guys sitting around a
table discussing the moral and
ethical questions of college students partying solve the widening
rift between town and gown? Students are not talking about ethics
in the same breath as East
Merry. They are talking about
beer. Simply drinking beer. And
these old guys are talking about
meeting this beer drinking as if it
was a threat to the American way
of life.
Geez, one wonders if they will
even call in the National Guard.
With the attitude that seems to be
being taken, perhaps the party

Respond
The BG News
editorial page Is your
campus forum.
Letters to the editor
should be a
maximum of 200
words in length and
should be
typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BG News
reserves the right to
reject any material
that is offensive,
malicious or
libelous. Ail
submissions are
subject to
condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

would be more appropriate on
May 4 (vis a vis Kent State).
Do Police Chief Galen Ash and
Judge Bachman care about University students? These two pillars of the community often feel
obliged to strip the Constitutional
rights of the 18-25-year-old crowd
to appease a nebulous bastion of
BG residents.

SOBER
THOUGHTS
by
Chuck Travis
and
Scott Geringer

There are laws which do not
serve the people of this nation.
And the 21 drinking age is one of
them. Prohibition was repealed
because of its negative effects.
And East Merry symbolizes the
failure of this law to serve the
people.
Perhaps there needs to be a
psychological resolution here.
The fact is, that there will be beer
drinking at East Merry. There
will be students with camcorders
there recording the police. And
the whole thing will be debated on
Larry King Live. This will make
the panel discussion on Wednesday night look like an instance of
impotency.
Good God. Send this age group
over to Kuwait to fight and die,
but God forbid if they drink cheap
beer at an apartment complex in
Bowling Green. Where were
these guUess wonders when Steve
Bankey was shot last year? Or
when Richard Fox was prowling
Bowling Green? Students drinking beer? Seems hardly a cause
to tighten the truss of authority
and promise a volleyball game in
exchange for an ageless college
ritual.

Come on Paul, Galen and Jim.
Face the real issues here. Or is it
that you just don't like to see people having fun as you enter the
desperate days of middle age?
Other colleges have taken the
needs of students into account
and thrown them parties where
responsibility and good times go
hand in hand.
These parties have built
bridges from one generation to
the other. The panel discussion
was an example of our civic
leaders intent on burning a generational bridge in BG. Why do
you refuse to listen to the students? Loosen up. You were
young once too. Or were you?
Sirs, students will only respect
your authority, laws, and advice
when you respect our freedoms
as citizens of Bowling Green. No
more double standards. No more
two-faced rhetoric. No more
passing the buck on injustices.
Listen to University director of
Public Safety Roger Dennerll
when he says that "everyone
makes mistakes." Well, does
Dennerll consider that the tactics
that ASh is intent on using could
end up as a big mistake for the
town as well?
Ash is talking about using enforcement now instead of containment. This is where street-smart Dennerll should step in and
lecture Ash. In the spirit of Sigmund Freud in Civilization and
Its Discontents, Dennerll knows
that when you block a society
from blowing off steam, the tension builds to the extent that you
S;et an explosion rather than a
eak.
Students can feel the tension
building like a tidal wave approaching a dam of straws. And
all over beer.
Gee-whiz, Toto, we're not in
Kansas anymore.
Travis and Geringer are beer
drinking columnists for The
News. College Democrats President Chris Redfem contributed to
this column.
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Editorial
LETTERS (cont.)
"What can you do as a
student to be more
environmentally
conscious?"
..,»,—

Sidney Child's is a graduate
student of public administration
from Orwell, O.
"If you're on campus, you can
use the recycling centers that are
here. And if you're off campus,
you can use the plastic [tubs] for
recycling."

Tammy Ball is a senior interior
design majtr from Rochester,
N.Y..
"We can try not to be so wasteful and try to put our waste in the
recycling areas where it belongs."

What's hot for
some may not be
hot for everyone

Patti Crowley is a graduate
student in biology from Detroit.
"You have to be more aware of
the recycling centers on campus
and off campus. And you should
try get to know the recycling programs that are offered to you.

Willie Garrett is a junior gerontology major from Shaker
Heights, O.
"I do believe that if we recycle
and clean up the earth, as well as
our attitudes, that BG will be better environmentally and socially."

Editor The News:
In response to the "What's Hot
and What's Not" supplement that
was issued on (Monday) April 15.
So what if something is deemed
hot and something else is deemed
not? Who are any of you who contributed articles to decide what
anyone else should do? The article about what music to listen to
especially pissed me off. Who is
this person to write what music
anyone should listen to?
It seemed to me that the writer
was equating good music with
monetary success. This makes
sense. (I am being sarcastic for
anyone who did not catch that).
So what if something is deemed
"hot"? People should do what
they feel comfortable with, regardless of what anyone else
thinks.
This supplement says we
should just latch on to the latest
trendy fad or fashion and pour
our souls into it as if it were gospel. Well, I'm sorry that I am not
a sheep to be led around by commercialism. I do what I want regardless of what the latest fashions or fads are. Basically, what
I'm trying to say is that people
should be free to
say/wear/listen to/watch
whatever they feel most comfortable with. The paper that was put
out Monday seemed to me to say
that if you are not with the lastest
trend you might as well crawl
back down your sewer because no
one wants you on the streets. Do
not be afraid to be yourself,
"break away from your common
fashion, who says that I ain't
right?" [Last line borrowed from
James Hetfield].
Aaron Masson,
secondary education

Editor The News:
As a member of a greyhound
rescue and adoption group, I have
daily contact with the results of
dog racing that the public never
sees. My job is to try to find adoptee homes for the unfortunate, yet
vast majority of racing dogs, who
are not fast enough to win the
races. Over 60,000 of these dogs
are killed every year; sweet, affectionate companion animals
whose only crime was running
Please Ohioans, call or write
sometimes just seconds slower your representatives on the Ohio
than the others.
Senate and Ohio House of Representatives and tell them to vote
Many greyhound pups never 'No' on House Bills 269 and 284, to
make it to the track for that first vote 'no' on greyhound racing in
race; their lives are ended earlier Ohio.
because of owners will only keep
Lin Murphy,
the fastest. Of the ones that do
Greyhound rescue and adopmake it to the track, again many tion,
will be weeded out for lack of inColumbus
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MUD Volleyball!
This Weekend at College Park

RIZZO

Come and watch the annual mud matches
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and from
11 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

Friday & Saturday
April 19-20

Lots of Mud

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30

Concessions

21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30

Music

Challenge Game: Men's Varsity Basketball
vs. Men's Varsity Soccer, 1:30 p.m. Sunday

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

Mud Volleyball T-Shirts and Team Photos will be sold
at the event.
Note: Due to injury, Bo will not know mud this weekend

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
+A6

A mere 5 percent are used for
breeding. The Greyhound Racing
Industry claims that 10,000 greyhounds are adopted each year.
Although greyhound adoption
groups that are not race trackfunded give a much lower statistic, the number of greyhounds
bred to then be systematically
killed is appalling. And the nubmer of abuse cases [starvation,
beatings, steroid use,
etc. ]continue to rise. I have seen
these abused dogs.

The Undergraduate Alumni Association presents...

352-9951

2 0 0 1

Slower race dogs
treated inhumane

terest, slowness, etc. And the
winners eventually slow down
too, or must be retired at five,
also meeting untimely demise. A
shot to the head, or clubbing, or
dumping alongside a road, a trip
to the research lab, or other
methods of execution commonly
end the racer's life.

Detroit: more than
drugs and crime

HOWARDS club H

* A 6

work hard and really care will
bring forth that "bright future."
In the future, please educate
yourself on a subject before
commenting. Ignorance is never
amusing.
Joanne Rorabacher,
Rodgers

Editor The News:
In April 12th's editorial, the author referred to Detroit as,

REMINDER: The BG News IS recyclable

210 N. Main

"...deteriorat[ing] into America's first Third World city." Certainly Detroit has problems.
However, over 90 percent of the
shootings in Detroit are drugrelated. In other words, for those
not buying, selling or doing
drugs, Detroit is a safe place. I
speak from personal experience
— I've been running around
downtown alone since I was 14.
Not only have I never been shot,
I've never even had my pocket
picked.
Far from resembling a Third
World city, Detroit is actually a
cultural center. Cultural spots include the Detroit Insitute of Arts,
The Historical Museum, The
Renaissance Center and The Detroit Science Center. Professional
ballets, operas, and musicals also
appear in Detroit every weekend.
Certainly these are not signs of a
Third World city.
Detroit and its people, like any
large city, do have problems with
drugs, teen-age pregnancy, poverty and high school dropouts.
Yet, statements like the one in
this editorial can only contribute
to existing problems. Detroit
needs sympathy and assistance,
not jeers and sarcastic comments. As for the author of this
editorial, only a willingness to

2001
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The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
proudly announce the return of

Applications are being accepted for:

2001

Summer 1991 BG News editor
Fall 1991 BG News editor
1991-92 Gavel editor
1992 Key editor
1991-92 Miscellany editor
1991-92 Obsidian editor

"Back on track"

This years guest:

Application forms may be
obtained at The BG News office,
214 West Hall.

IIKA, 0X, Xfl, AXfi, IIB<i>,
KKI\ and AT

Live music featuring:

Big Hunk O' Cheese
&

Tabula Rasa

Application deadline
Friday, April 19, 5 p.m.

The Tradition Continues
M0 2001
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2001
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Campus
Founders could
be * first choice*
by Brenda Borman
Slafl writer
'j Future residents of Founders
Quadrangle could have their own
bathrooms and air-conditioned
rooms if $14 million in renovations to make the building the
"hall of first choice" are approved.
Administrators said because of
a declining pool of college-aged
students there is an even greater
need to keep upperclassmen on
campus.
Several options have been examined to determine the best way
to improve Founders, which was
targeted as the hall to be renovated since it is now the "hall of
last choice" for students, according to Vice President of Student
Affairs Mary Edmonds.
"We have been considering
many possibilities and have been
consulting students on what they
would like done," she said.
A feasibility study recently
presented at the Board of
Trustees Finance Committee
meeting listed the estimated
costs of major renovations, which
include converting five-person
rooms into suites, renovating dining and residence hall facilities
and installing air conditioning.
1 Other possible renovations discussed at the meeting included

equipping the suites with bathrooms and constructing soundproof rooms for students who
play instruments.
Making the building handicapped-accessible and providing
housing for visiting professors
also was suggested.
Also among the preliminary options is a proposal to move the
dining hall to the ground floor to
open space for conference rooms
on the first floor.
However, Edmonds was quick
to point out that no final decisions
have been made and will not be
made until after the proposal and
financing is officially approved.
Robert McGeein, assistant vice
president of capital planning,
said the preliminary proposal
will probably be returned to the
board at its May meeting.
If the financing is approved, the
construction documents will be
prepared, and the Board of Regents' approval will be sought.
McGeein said he hopes tRe proposed changes will attract upperclassmen or perhaps even graduate students to the quad.
"If you're going to renovate a
building, you look at what kind of
things you'd want in a new building."
If the project is approved,
McGeein estimates the entire
project could be completed in 30
to 36 months.

to N«wt/Tlm Normon

Here's Looking At You Kid

breathing" read three stories which he wrote to 48 first-graders
from Crim Elementary and 26 third-graders from Conneaut Elementary School library's second annual read-a-thon. On Thursday evening, Allen received an honorary degree In recognition
ot his 50 years In the entertainment business and for the materials
he donated to the Popular Culture Library.

Comedian, aulhor Steve Allen selects a child to answer his question during his reading ol "The Woll Who Cried Boy." which Allen
wrote, on Thursday morning in the conference room ot the Jerome Library. Allen, who said writing "is in the same category as
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RASTA SUN SPLASH'

•

Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769

SECURE YOUR
SUMMER JOB NOW!
I Students earn scholarships
■ plus trip to Hawaii at end
Sof summer. Good speaking
voice plus neat appearance
, required. Have fun and
J make great money with
#>ther people your own age.
Only people with good
work habits need apply.
;' National firm. Call now!

1419-255-9406
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Campus
'L.I.F.E).' is jusit a game at BG New book credits
by Hi••n.l,i Hi.1 iii.in

staff writer

President Olscamp is hand ingout money!
The University president will
play the role of the banker during a special playing of
L.I.F.E., loosely based on the
Milton Bradley game of the
same name.
But this game, sponsored by
the Career and Counseling Development Center and Premajor Advising, is designed to
give students the opportunity
to take a trial run through their
lives.
L.I.F.E. starts at 9 p.m.
Monday in the Union, and all
students are welcome to play.
The game was created in a
way that students can have fun

Olscamp:
starting out students
with $3,000 each.
and be competitive as they determine where their career decisions both in college and in
the future will take them, said

Career Counselor Donna Sigl.
Throughout the game, students will investigate career
opportunities, gain information about resources which can
be used to research specific
majors and occupations, and
examine the relationship between work, values, and lifestyles, she said.
Teams of six will play on a
team as they surround the
board, a twin bed sheet. The
game begins in a college student's freshman year and
moves through retirement.
"We incorporated realistic
things a student can expect to
look for in the future and to
provide them with career resource information," Sigl said.
Olscamp will start the
players out with $3,000.
Throughout the game, he will

distribute money and take
charge of loans,
Each time team comes to a
stop, they move forward on the
track, they must make choices
such as co-oping versus internship and beginning a career or graduate school,
The pros and cons can often
be boggling, such as in the decision to stay single or get
married, Sigl said,
"Staying single may allow
you to buy a nice car or travel
abroad but marriage may
mean more money with a combined salary," she said,
Like any game, teams may
encounter setbacks in their
quest for the finish, which is retirement. For instance, a
team's company could get
bought out.

Fraternity focuses Challenged taught
on inner beauty in swimming at SRC
'Bronze' contest
by Trish Thiel
contributing writer

The pageant is geared so "contestants get up on stage and show
Instructing physically-challenged people to swim can be difficult,
the audience what they can do,
and have fun doing it," said Willie but a seminar at the University this weekend will focus on the right
The 'inner beauty' of women of Garrett, vice president of Phi teaching techniques.
The Adapted Aquatics Seminar, offered through Continuing Educacolor at the University will be Beta Sigma.
tion, will teach students different techniques for teaching senior citishowcased Saturday night at the
and physically and mentally-challenged people how to swim.
18th annual Ms. Bronze Pageant.
Pageant contestant Kimberly zens
Scott Levin, assistant aquatic director at the Student Recreation
The pageant is sponsored by Dove said the pageant is different
Center,
said the class will simulate different disabilities that the stuPhi Beta Sigma Fraternity In- from others because there is no dents may
encounter.
corporated, and according to animosity between contestants.
The simulation will include such activities as blindfolding the stuBrian Steward, former president
"Everyone in the pageant real- dents
and simulating orthopedic disabilities, Louise Priest, manager
of the fraternity, it is a pageant ly shows a lot of support and no
that focuses on the inner beauty one is mean and vindictive," of health services of the Toledo Red Cross, said.
The students will get practical experience, as well as lectures on
Dove said. "That makes me feel
of women.
"There are so many facets of more comfortable, especially procedures, Levin said.
Participants from Wood Lane School, the Sunshine Children's Home
beauty that should be exploited, since you can laugh with the other
the Senior Citizen's Center of Wood County will provide students
but this culture is stuck on that contestants and know that they and
hands-on experience, Levin said.
same one — dimensional defini- aren't laughing at you."
The seminar also will discuss topics not handled in regular instruction," said Steward.
This year's contestants will tion courses.
"The women in our pageant are
"J"«t getting a handicapped person in and out of the water can be
judged by their talent expression, bring a myriad of talent, includcognitive abilities and poise, ing singers, musicians, comeD See SWIMMING, page 7.
diennes, and young poets. The
there is no swimsuit contest."
In 1973, four brothers of Phi first Ms. Bronze also will perform
Beta Sigma came up with the at this year's pageant.
According to Gary Ellington,
idea of the Ms. Bronze pageant.
The idea of the pageant is not to secretary of Phi Beta Sigma, the
present a traditional beauty pag- Ms. Bronze pageant is the biggest
eant stressing media-made stan- event excluding Homecoming
Uri ft B.irly HMW
dards of beauty, but one to stress sponsored by any organization at
the self-made qualities of women. the University.
M&Brim
"The Ms. Bronze is a formal
Contestants in the Ms. Bronze function that minority students
pageant are different because on campus can relate to. It gives
they work to stress unity between them a chance to go to a function
Kirinft Rir*
the entrants rather than creating where they can 'dress up,'" Garrett said.
a competitive atmosphere.
Mtrt S. H.r SAE MM
"The contestants in the Ms.
Festivities will begin at 7 p.m.
Bronze work to help one another
MtritftMfa
so that each contestant is at their Saturday in Lenhart Ballroom in
best when they perform," Ste- the Union. Tickets are $7 and can
$m* ft SIIMIM-SIM*
be charged on the bursar bill.
ward said.
by Danny M. Gray
contributing writer

women of 1930s I

by Kim Larson
contributing writer

During the Great Depression
era, many American women
were known to have made incredible contributions while facing a
great many hardships.
According to one University
professor, these women unfortunately have not received a great
deal of the recognition they so
rightly deserved — until recently.
Bernard Sternsher, a distinguished professor of history,
compiled and co-edited the recently published book entitled
"Women of Valor: The Struggles
Against the Great Depression as
Told in Their Own Life Stories"
with the help of Judith Sealander,
a women's history specialist at
Wright State University.
Sternsher, whose area of specialization is the 1930's, decided
to write the book after being
asked about women's autobiographies from that era.
Realizing he only had limited
knowledge of the more notorious
women of that time, Sternsher
decided to research the topic
more thoroughly to find out about
"ordinary" women.
During the summer of 1987,
Sternsher "tracked down" as

many autobiographies of women
who lived during the 1930's as
possible.
He ended up with far more information than he could handle,
so he based his selection on only
those women who were social activists, involved in government
work, or women involved in labor
unions.
Sternsher focused the book on
the elite women who confronted
and dealt directly with the problems and struggles of ordinary
women during the Depression.
He stressed that although the
women in the book were not very
notorious, it does not necessarily
mean they were not elite.
"Many people confuse elite
with notorious. These are not the
same thing. Although these women were not that well-known, they
were still elite and well-respected
in their community," Sternsher
said.
So far, the book has been well
received, and Sternsher has a collection of letters on his desk to
prove it.
Susan Ware, a noted women's
historian and friend of Stern-'
sher's, wrote a letter to the publishing company commending the
book. Ware also provided Sternsher with some very good advice
for the book.

The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
(ECAP) Presents

CRUCIAL ROOTS
Journa I / Symposium:
"Social Change and the Cultural Arts."
Amani Room, BGSU
April 20, 1991
10am-5 pm
Speakers and Performances
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No-confidence motion cost senate
D Continued from page 1.
The resolution's proposal was a
surprise move, although several
senators had been consulted earlier
The move startled many senators, who were not aware of the
senate leaders' frustration, senator Donald McQuarie said.
"To a lot of senators, this came
as a bolt out of the blue and they
were shocked." he said. "It's too

"There have been times where
we've had a positive upbeat chair
and the results tend to be more
positive," he said. "Other periods
of time the leadership has been
less than friendly toward the administration, and the senate is
not paid as much attention to.
"You can argue that you get
more done by taking an adversarial role, but I don't happen to
agree with that. I think it does
more harm and leads to less effectiveness."
Since the motion was introduced, the senate, administration, and trustees have minced no
words with each other. These are
some quotes which have appeared in Thi BG News since
then.
• "I think it's about time foi
[the trustees 1 to wake up and
smell the coffee," senator Elliot
Blinn said in January.
• "This is like the big lie — they
think if they say it enough times,
people will believe it," said
Trustee Chairperson Richard
Newlove, responding to charges
that the trustees forced the senate officers' resignations.
• "He behaves like the Saddam
Hussein of BGSU," a faculty
member wrote about Olscamp in
the evaluation report.
There are many more such examples.
Blinn said he believes the senate is bogged down from quarrels
resulting from the no-confidence
motion.
"This business adds nothing to
change," he said. "All this does is
waste energy — it doesn't do anything."
Add to the list senator Ronald
Stoner, who said, "the senate this
year is still struggling to recover
from the events of last year."
Undergraduate Student
Government President and faculty senator Kevin Coughlin — a
strong Olscamp supporter — said
Lancaster ana Ritts sponsored
the resolution to cause the senate
problems.
"I think a lot of people did it on
purpose," he said. "I think they
knew we would spend the whole
year mired in a pool of quicksand."
Even Ritts said the motion has
hurt the senate.
"Ultimately, one of the results
has been that in terms of the
Board of Trustees, we are in a
worse position now than we were
before," he said. "We were trying
to open doors, and they closed
tighter."

"The president indicated he
would accept nothing less than
our resignation, and that if we
didn't [resign], the board would
vote 8-1 for our resignation,"
Lancaster said. "That's as much
a challenge as it is a reason for
resigning."
Olscamp and Newlove have denied it.
"Neither I, nor the Board of

"Ultimately, one of the results has been
that in terms of the Board of Trustees, we
are in a worse position now than we were
before. We were trying to open doors, and
they closed tighter."
-Blaine Ritts, Faculty Senate member and
former co-chairperson
bad things came to that point that
they felt they had to get on a
soapbox and say that."
Olscamp has said the noconfidence motion was a reaction
to Philip Mason's promotion to
vice president of University relations earlier. Lancaster believed a national search should
have been conducted.
"In a meeting at my house,
Ann-Marie told me she would do
'whatever I can — no holds
barred' to get that promotion revoked," Olscamp said.
Lancaster said she did say
something similar to that, but
said Mason's promotion was not
the only reason for the noconfidence motion.
"It was one more action by the
administration we felt was outrageous," she said. "It was a blatant disregard for affirmative action."
Despite the disapproval of
many senators, Ritts and Lancaster said the resolution was the
right move to make.
I think the faculty agrees with
us that this place is going in the
wrong direction and it's because
of the central administration,"
Ritts said.
Soon after the motion was introduced, Lancaster and Ritts,
along with senate secretary Benjamin Muego, resigned their officer positions. However, Muego
later rescinded his resignation.
Ritts and Lancaster say they
resigned because Olscamp and
Board of Trustees Chairperson
Richard Newlove refused to work
with Lancaster.

Trustees, has the authority to
make such a demand and never
would exert such authority," Olscamp said soon after the resignations.
The resignations's only result
was a complaint to Elaine Hairston, Ohio Board of Regents
chancellor, and Lee Fisher, Ohio
attorney general. The complaint
centered on a statement by Newlove speculating the trustees may
consider asking the senate to
send different representatives.
Givens said Newlove should not
have made the statement.
"What he said was dumb," he
said. "If you get enough faculty
up in arms and the board supports the president, then that rips
the University apart. Dick ought
to know better."
No action has been taken by
either official, and none is expected, senate chairperson Harold Lunde said.
However, the presidential evaluation did materialize from
the no-confidence motion. In January, the senate issued the report, which gave Olscamp an
overall 2.53 score on a one to five
scale (five being the best).
The evaluation replaced the noconfidence motion, and Lancaster said she 'is content with it,
calling it equal to a very strong
no-confidence vote." Ritts said
the evaluation showed the faculty
strongly disapproves of Olscamp.
"[Olscamp s] scores average
out to a 'D' on a grade scale," he
said. "We won't even keep students here at that level."
Olscamp disagrees with Ritts'

interpretation of the evaluation —
in which about half the faculty
participated.
"The survey tells me that a
significant percentage of half the
faculty don t approve of my personality," he said. "When you get
to the substance of my presidency, the general opinion is very
favorable.
The evaluation will not be officially considered by the trustees
as they evaluate the president,
and in fact, the trustees extended
Olscamp's contract through 1994
just weeks before the evaluation
was released.
Ritts said the timing was not a
coincidence.
"When you extend someone's
contract before a major evaluation is about to come out on that
person, it seems to me you're trying to send out a strong message," he said.
Senators generally agree the
no confidence motion has caused
the senate to be less effective and
more combative. But the situation is slowly improving.
Lunde has made improving relations with the administration
and trustees a top priority. Most
senators, as well as Olscamp, believe he has done well. "I'm
grateful to Hal Lunde for taking
over in a critical time and taking
us to a more typical agenda," he
said.
The evaluation has been completed and read — it is expected
to become a regular project by
the senate.
The complaint has been all but
forgotten.
And Ann-Marie Lancaster and
Blaine Ritts are still senate
members, voicing their opinions.
"I do not regret bringing [the
motion]," Lancaster said. "I had
no confidence in the administration and still have no confidence
in the administration. It was my
duty to speak out."
Tuesday, Part V of "Faculty
Frustrations" will focus on a subject the senate loves to debate —
debating.

■O N«wt/Tlm Norman

The Roots Of Knowledge

Alpha Lambda Delta adviser and administrative liaison, Kim
White, tosses dirt on the roots of the "Tree of Knowledge" Thursday afternoon in the Union Oval. The tree, which was donated by
Alpha Lambda Delta, the freshman honorary society, is a Canadian maple tree and was planted in celebration ot the 25th anniversary of Alpha Lambda Delta. To help celebrate the anniversary, President Paul Olscamp declared April 18th Alpha Lambda Delta Day.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Spring Formal
April 20, 1991
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Lori Androsky A Garrett Wyckoff

Beth Hall & Greg Kopezewski
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Kelly Sammer A Eric Barrett

Korie Minkus A Shawn Trevino

Robin Montri A Jeff Seepers

Kristina Dobos A Jim Buller

Nancy Naylor A Jim Chadwick

Amy Mowery A Homey Hofsas

Laura Wasserman A Greg Rossetti

Carrie Sampsel A Matt Fetterman

Michele Cap & Barry Frey

Annemarie Sadowski A J.P. Patchett

Kathy Kostal & Brad Mason

Dawn Brown A Greg Valandingham

C nil,, n ifi" CT Jonu ittdor
Jm, PaLl & Balcn £((.,>
ZJraci flfiiftiarimi CT A amts f-'tick
Jiimhrly Viola & WuliattCnnlotac
Cinau f-^eich CT ^Uan rJLuons
C in rijl f uhnslan CT .JiofV

>tatfi\

[f/onua nDabneu CT Kooert _\<« y. r
l^aula (/r.uj CT Corfu tjouna
llliiltf yanoff (T Jom Wiitr
( .im un .Hubert CT lint .'1 nth-rum
J\rillin Clark CT Jif'tr JLandU
fl/aru-C hantal ^Knmpa CT JDavia J\ovaci
nLU Kick CT (joraon ^umntr
lllttanu \ltumetl, <T IIlark CjtnJirl
O/ory lllauer CT (LriL -An 11
jCori Wrrnn, & Sttvt

Hu.h/mU

-Liz ( taibttrne CT Katun rJLaurtn
Jtmif JlnJtrson & Clup llla/.t,
-Ornbe

JM'H

CT JrVl/f ll/eutr

Wraan PLlclur & Sltplun Btmstrin
j amir 1 Jaunt/ CT llli.1,,,,-1 ijrithl

Sarah Wells & Chris Mathes

Lisa Tootle A Jeffery Merhige

Karol Argo A Colin Parks

Lauren Pasqual A Glenn Shaffer

Kelly Spagnuolo A Rob Marckel

Irene Babeaux A Mick Richkowski

fflariann Cjnazaf CT A im -3/#i/iV

CUtina ML & Warn PafamL

Elyse Haggard A Sean Stoner

Bonnie Robertson A Tom Harker

Jim) BurL.u CT 2W, WralL

-Laura ^andut CT Ukomai rXamptu

Mary Nestor A Adam Roth

Cindy Soyhada A Eric Schneider

Barb Lenhart A Rob Vochum

Lori Gebbie A Todd Darrah

Anne Carleton A Kevin Coughlin

Allsion McClintick A Carl Robinson

Marcy Collins A Bobby Rutkowski

Kris Stichter A Doug Bragg

Kristi Baldwin A Steve Gagliardi

Amy Booth A Brian Brinck

Jenna Koerner & James Pollock II

Ginger Bowerman A Tom Jackson

Valerie Mays & Bob Mayes

Belinda Stilt A Drews Mitchell

Jodi Shafer & Martin Jiranek

Mary McManamon A Walt Ralph

Susan Mitchell & Doug Vance

Jen Helmig A Greg Matuskiewicz

Jill Wright & Frank Aquino

Kristina Dalesandro A Jim Wanamaker

Jiarvn -J.i.tu CT iSrct j ordan

J(fm M. & m, JUL
Siann. Scott & £j Watis
. Jra. if Jf amti CT _A#l/|"fl \ .radii
j)mu ffott & Zbav* QofJen
llluhilL . 'alar, turn CTn Oran iffurpku
(fi-nrtf,- CT iSaroara tOusk
C unlkia J>ouen CT Jjavid -Lauvreu
yjarbara Spencer CT ^cott ^inaer

j ' nnijtr ((,.//,.,« CT C«f (jraltam
2),ooran WcCartrr & Bract Waflacr

~biann* (Jrcult & Stive W*utr
. Jamrnu ( ,u:mi \hi CT fifth. ( .i.n.i.nl
€(r. WMton & 2W, UnLricn
Victoria ( inttf CT A acm ^Dtvorauji
llfaltoru ^Ktaton CT ^hippu
CLaU Wort.u & JflU Pric.
UJawn ZJotk CT If okn ^tamos

ryLisa f-^oaaunlti CT Uom ^Hanna
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DISCUSSION
a Continued from page 1.
would leave the country divided.
He suggested America ultimately needs to become a "pond
full of a variety of different kinds
of fish ... that can swim
together."
while stereotypes are still
prevalent today, Florence Mag-

SWIMMING
a Continued from page 5.
giotto, sophomore English and
education major, believes people
are overall proud to be American.
"We are beginning to appreciate the variety of music, art and
culture," she said. "More specifically, the youth will be the ones
to continue [the appreciation of

diversity]."
All of the speakers agreed if
nothing is done to curtail racism,
the future of the Unites States is
in jeopardy.
Ethnic Studies Chairperson
Robert Perry credited Pinto with
inspiring the students' presen-

tations and believes such discussions are the nature of ethnic
studies.
"Ethnic studies, I think, is an
examination of the core of our
meaning," he said. "It is literature, history, music — it is the
substance of our existence."

block of North Main Street Monday evening.
■Charles L. Irvin, 1038 Fairview Ave. Apt. 201, was arrested
for possession of a drug abuse instrument in the 200 block of North
Main Street and taken to Wood
County Justice Center Monday
evening.
■Russel T. Green, Kent, O.,
was cited for felonious assault in
the 200 block of North Main Street
Monday evening.

■A Scott Hamilton Avenue resident reported he was struck by
a vehicle and thrown into a ditch
while he was jogging near Campbell Hill Road Monday evening.
■Paul P. Wenter, Camarillo,
Calif., was cited for disorderly
conduct in Conklin Hall Tuesday
morning.
■James K. Dempsey, 903
Thurstin Ave. Apt. 11, was cited
for disorderly conduct in Conklin
Hall Tuesday morning.

■A textbook was stolen from
Jerome Library Tuesday morning. Loss was estimated at $40.

BLOTTER=
■A TV and VCR were stolen
from the Plant Operations and
Maintenance Building Monday
morning. Loss was estimated at
$605.
■A University student reported
the theft of a management textbook from the Business Administration Building Monday morning. Loss was estimated at $60.
■Michael S. Beckford, Portage. 0.. was cited for possession
of drug paraphernalia in the 200

392-2595
163 S.Main
Bowling Green, OH
Reservations Accepted
«»«*

■Two articles of jewelry were
stolen from a room in Compton
Hall Wednesday morning. Loss
was estimated at $500.
■A resident of Anderson Hall
reported he was assaulted by his
roommate Wednesday morning.
The student was referred to the
city prosecutor.

Pisanello's
Small 1 Hem

"$>

Free Delivery
352-5166

Thursday: Spaghetti & Meatballs
with Tossed Salad $4.95 Rolls & Butter

lo*

Friday & Saturday
Prime Rib & Sea Food Buffet 6-9pm

FAMILY

6:30am-9:00pm
6:30am-10:00pm
7:00arrv10:00pm
8:00am-9:00pm

RESTAURANT

SPECIALS

-IIOS Expires 4-30-91
lZZO Since 1964
I. G. Only
Not Valid with any other otter
Open 4pm-Sat & Sun ot Noon

Large 1 Item

$5.00
Free Delivery
352-5166

ExplrQi 4-30-91
B.G.Only
Z20/ Snce 1964
Not Valid with any other otter
Open 4pm-Sot & Sun at Noon

$5.50

Chicago Style Extra
Extra Items $1.00 each

Free Delivery
352-5166
s

• Expires 4-30-91
PlZZCV snce
Snce 19
1964
1,0. Only
Not Valid with any other otter
Open 4pm-Sot & Sun at Noon

THE FALCON'S NEST
IS OPEN
Featuring short order grill
line and cafeteria

(offered Mon - Sat: 6:30am - 11:30 am)
• 2 eggs, 2 sausage or 2 bacon, 2 pancakes or toast,
homefries or coffee
e All You Can Eat Buttermilk Pancakes

l_

Free Delivery
352-5166

SAT. & SUN. 10:00 am - 6:00 pm

1121 S. Mill SI. / Bowling Brail. OH 43402 (410) 3324123

BREAKFAST

,._

PlzZCV Slnce 1964
•.©.Only
Not Valid with any other otter
Open 4pm-Sot & Sun at Noon

2 Large Subs
or 1 for $3.00

Wednesday: Mexican Night
Lamb Chops

GODFREYS

Chicago Styl* Extra
Extra It.mt 75' aach

Expires 4-30-91

Tuesday: Family Style Baked Chicken *3.50
(all you can eat)
Prime Rib!

Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Medium 11tem $4.50

$3.50

Chicago Styl* Extra
Extra lt»m« SO' •och

tjU^ Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Monday: Mexican Night
Margaritas 5pm - 9pm $1.50

different," Levin said.
An instructor may have to adapt strokes to individuals who have,
movement deficiencies, Priest added.
Teaching the deaf and blind also requires special instruction. Many
regular instructions are visual. Priest said. Instructors must give descriptive instruction and also describe the environment and surroundings to blind people.
People with cerebral palsy also need special instruction. Instructors
need to be aware a participant with this disability may have breathing
irregularities, less elasticity, or may become spasmatic, Priest said.
Swimming gives many disabled people a way to get a cardiovascular workout they cannot get otherwise.
"Someone who can't walk on land can get a workout in water," she
said.
Besides learning to work with the physically challenged, students
will learn the different techniques that may be useful with senior citizens.
Many seniors are not handicapped, but must cope with the effects of
surgery or arthritis, Levin said.
Priest said many seniors may have limited movement because of
arthritis, and exercises specifically for the joints will be taught at the
seminar.
Priest said she believes everyone should learn to swim. Many activities that people do, such as boating, involve water.
The seminar starts tonight and continues through Sunday. Currently, nine people are registered to take the class for a credit.

S2.25
S2.29

■;.• Dally Lunch and Dinner Specials -A- BO Item Salad Bar, Dessert Buffet and Homemade Soup
Included with all regularly priced dinners, -u Breakfast served all day. it

THE PHEASANT ROOM
offers a

SUNDAY BUFFET
All you can eat only $5.95
located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted
Visa • Mastercard • cash

qugStdo
ot the Days Inn
1550 €. Wooster

"Great"

SUNDfiV BRUNCH
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
■HfMCNMt
CHICtEl

12-2 p.m.
372-7947 or 372-7949
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unto
PUTTH

6 □nquet Facilities for 225
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State
Ohio universities State studies uninsured workers
oppose fund cuts
by John Chalfant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS - Independent colleges and universities
asked a House committee
Thursday to reject Gov.
George voinovich's proposed
$20 million cut in state aid to
students attending private institutions.
They also asked the House
Finance Education subcommittee to reject another Voinovich recommendation that
would cut off state help for
students from families with
incomes of $36,000 or more.
Presidents of three private
colleges urged the panel
headed by Rep. Daniel Troy,
D-Willowick, to maintain
funding for the Student
Choice Grant Program.
The state distributed $42
million in tuition supplements
over the last two years to fulltime undergraduate students
from Ohio enrolled in indeKndent colleges. Voinovich
s proposed the amount be
cut by $20 million in the next
state budget, and an income
ceiling be imposed to determine eligibility.
Existing law provides for
the Choice Grant supplement
to be up to 25 percent of the
amount of the average state
instructional subsidy provided for students at public universities. Private school officials said current state funding represents about 17 per-

COLUMBUS (AP) — Significant public
subsidies would be needed to extend health
insurance to an estimated 1.2 million
Ohioans who have jobs but still can't afford
it, the Health Department said Thursday.
The department released a report on a
two-year study involving $1.8 million in
grants to four pilot projects in which public
and private groups experimented with funding and cost-saving strategies.
Most of the so-called working uninsured in
Ohio have jobs with small- business employers who operate on slim profit margins
and cannot provide insurance as a fringe
benefit.
Health Director Edward Kilroy said the
study showed that while certain reforms
might stabilize the small business insurance
market, many people still would not choose
to purchase coverage.
"Even lower-cost insurance appears expensive to many employers and low-income

cent of the public subsidy.
President Neal Malicky of
Baldwin-Wallace College said
enrollment in independent
colleges statewide over the
last decade had grown by
6,000 to the current total of
62,222 full-time students.
"If just these full-time students were all to enroll in
state-assisted institutions, the
state would have to build two
more institutions the size of
the University of Cincinnati
and the University of Akron,"
Malicky said.
Malicky, who also is chairperson of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities of Ohio, said an income cap of $36,000 wrongly
assumed that parents earning
$37,000 could afford the full
cost of college for their children.

workers," he said. He said the study tracked
national surveys showing that reductions of
25 to 50 percent in premiums resulted in
coverage being purchased by only 20 to 25
percent of employers.
Kilroy said Ohio may have to explore "a
combination of broad-based reforms before
health care is not only more available, but is
seen as affordable by the state's working,
uninsured population."
The Ohio study involved private-public
partnerships in Columbus, Cleveland, Canton, Cincinnati and Dayton. In all, 830 individuals — including 75 who are employers
with 374 employees — participated in pilot
funding programs.
One such program was in Stark County, in
which the Health Care Coalition created a
multiple-employer trust to provide subsidized coverage to certain small-business
employers. In Southwest Ohio, United Way
of Greater Cincinnati helped in a 14-county

HILLSBORO, Ohio (AP) State Auditor Thomas E. Ferguson, whose office is investigating
possible financial wrongdoing at
Southern State Community College, said Thursday he will share
information of possible electionlaw violations with Ohio's secretary of state.
Ferguson declined to say what
information he will share with
Secretary of State Robert Taft II,
who is looking into possible election-law violations or illegal political contributions made by
Southern State.
Ferguson said his office. has
uncovered evidence of potential
election law violations he said are
not necessarily limited to Southern State, but resulted from that
investigation. Ferguson's office

"I know of no reasonable
person who would argue that
a family with an income of
$37,000 can afford $8,800 a
year for four years without
assistance," he said. The
$8,800 is the average tuition
cost of independent schools.
Franklin University President Paul Otte acknowledged
the state's financial problems, and said the colleges
were not requesting full funding of the grant program.
'We are not asking for
more than public institutions.
That wouldn't be reasonable.
We are only asking to be
treated equitably," Otte said.

has been doing a special audit of
Southern State since May 1990 to
determine whether any criminal
wrongdoing occurred.
There have been allegations
that Southern State, under former president Lewis C. Miller, used
college funds to make political
contributions through the Ohio
Technical and Community College Association that were relayed to Ohio lawmakers.
The FBI and the U.S. Department of Education are investigating possible fraud involving student loans and grants at Southern
State, and links between Miller
and some Ohio legislators.
Many of the allegations about
Miller have come from McCormick, who succeeded Miller as
president in January 1989.

TALKS

ARLESTOWN and
ID AM MANOR

The new commander of the
U.S. relief effort for Kurdish
refugees was to meet today in

northern Iraq with an Iraqi military delegation to discuss ways to
avoid any accidental conflicts

FR€€ 2 Liter

APARTMENTS

of
Coke or Diet Coke
w/ purchase of
2-Medium
1 item pizzas

distance to CMMMM foi
aid 1991 - 92 school year.
I itirntahed or unfanUMd,
water Included, tit

only

PIZZA

$10.50

THE MOST FUH VOU'UE EVER KM
WITH VOOR CLOTHES MI

Among documents McCormick
gave the FBI and the media were
copies of several Southern State
purchase orders that McCormick
said match amounts donated to
various political campaigns by
OTCCA officials.
The memo then deducted from
the $1.7 million sale price $5,000
each to Ohio Senate President
Stanley Aronoff. R-Cincinnati,
and House Speaker Vern Riffe
Jr., D-New Boston, and $10,000
each to the Ohio Republican and
Democratic parties. Riffe, Aronoff and both parties have denied
knowledge of the memo.
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during the operation, a military
spokesperson said.
The U.S. commander, Lt. Gen.
John Shalikashvili, was to travel
from this base in southern Turkey
to Zakhu in northern Iraq for the
meeting, according to the
spokesperson, Cmdr. John Woodhouse.
Woodhouse did not disclose the
reason for the meeting, but a diplomatic source said earlier that
such a meeting would be to help
avoid clashes with the Iraqis.
Iraq has been warned not to
interfere with efforts to assist and
protect the refugees.

FALCON FEVER!
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Thanks to all who participated in
the UAO Day-by-Day photo and
cover design contest!

EK

B

• Cover Design Winner *
Amy Howald

Unmasked

0;

• Photo Finishers *
1st and 2nd Todd Swanson
3rd Deirdre Tiell

Lisa Fink ft Crais Martin
Cara Nudi & Jim Dahnke
Holly Gardner & Andy Peniswitter
Stefanie Axe It Nike Strobel
Slefanic Bean ft Brad Cleveland
Tracy Green ft Ryan Demlow
Holly Headley ft Jay Zulauf
Beth Carter ft ?
Janene Burns ft Todd Falloo
Casie Mason ft Charlie Johnson
Shawn Farrell ft Eric Nallory "Mil"
Mia Faist ft Geoff Lifibd
Rene MUliori* Steve Salander
Oenise Hrabak ft Paul Stantoa
Amy Bacon ft Robert NcGeeben
Susan Eckler ft Chris Kennedy
Oenise Hill ft Neil Johnson
Kim Peterson ft Steve Greb
Jenni Baoinman ft Rob Kluz
Kinbeiiy Dixon ft Denny Snoot
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Jennifer Fichtner ft Rob Lisy
Tammy Ball ft Uince Bonaono
Carrie Mannella ft Brad Parsell
Kristen Lukas ft Corey Taylor
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The dictionary, which went on
sale in early April, is aimed primarily at third, fourth and fifth
graders. Neufeldt said it was
necessary to include words from
higher and lower grades.
After determining the words to
be included, the next step was to
make the dictionary appealing.
While the editors did not want to
end up with just a picture book,
they knew it was important to
have illustrations and graphics to
catch the eye of young readers.
Other features include
thousands of sample sentences
and illustrative phrases to show
children how words are used in
conversation.
"Linguistic skills are integral
to children's understanding of
other subjects and to their progress as individuals as they grow
up," she added.
"If we've contributed to their
interest in language with this dictionary, then we have succeeded
in our goal."

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS

Beth Patke ft Tim Dadik
Jamie Weiraocb ft John dozen
Deborah Hill ft?
Christine Berry ft Chad Greene
Janette Koviak ft Tom Moefieoberf
Debbie Carraway ft Chris Gotfci
Kelly Dotson ft ?
Anne Uerboff ft Jack Donbar
Lisa Fernote ft Steven CUan
Linda Um ft Matt Oman
Heather Graodusky ft Adam Hentz
Tan Tile ft Warn Walters
Tammi Thomas ft Matt Kennedy
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"So many of the words gathered from those lists reflected the
world of the '90s," she said.
"That's one reason we decided an
updated version of the dictionary
was needed for this age group.

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

ft Elton Biy

Nearly 500 UllitS vv'"1 SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Toledo Radisson
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She said words collected from
the compositions of first to eighth
graders included everything
from slang terms such as "zap
and "weirdo" to more complex
terms such as "poltergeist, "ecosystem" and "AIDS.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Trad Farm ft Matt Collier
PXIOK

uno

CLEVELAND (AP) - What
better place to go for assistance
in compiling a children's dictionary than to the children themselves? That's what editors at
"Webster's New World Dictionaries" decided when they began to
compile their new edition for
children in the 8-to-l 1-year-old
range.

a

Jennifer Miller ft Michael Bates
Denise BaloJh 4 flndy Mickle
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uno

Dictionary
still young
kid at heart

In putting together the more
than 33,000 entries in "Webster's
New World Children's DictionMiller. 62, had a 13-year tenure ary," compositions from about
at Southern State, which has 18,000 children across the country
about 1,650 students.
were collected and word lists
were compiled from them. There
were some surprises, said Dr.
Victoria Neufeldt, editor in chief
of the new book published by
Webster's Cleveland division.

while supplies lastU
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Kilroy said the report shows that removing or minimizing price barriers are limited,
that significant subsidies — both in benefits
and administration — will be needed to
protect the working uninsured.
Among other things, the director said the
study indicated restricting certain benefits
"reduces the perceived value of insurance to
employers and employees" and that private
sector support is necessary for the success
of any reforms.

Ohio college investigated

3 Continued from page 1.

EK

project that offered a special benefit package to employers with no employee benefit
program.
A Cleveland project involved subsidized
Health Maintenance Organization benefits
to small businesses, while in Columbus, the
Bridge Project utilized a subsidized HMO
[irogram for individuals and families who
eft the welfare rolls after finding jobs but
could not afford insurance.
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Falcons face crucial weekend
Miami should test softball team
by Glen Lubbert

sports writer

Joseph doesn't believe the loss
will hurt them. In fact, it will give
them the extra fire to compete
against the Redskins.

The fire still burns.
Those are the feelings of the
softball team as they compete
against Miami this weekend at
the Bowling Green Softball Field.
BG, coming off a two game loss
against Kent
State, is optimistic about
Friday and
Saturday's
games.
"Miami is
right in there
with us," coach
Jacquie Joseph
said. "This is a Joseph
crucial weekend for us."
Joseph, who hasn't been worried about the team's record thus
far, is beginning to see the end of
the road. For the last several
weeks, Joseph has said there is
Blenty of time left in the season,
[owever, now there are only 22
conference games left. According
to Joseph, the Falcons have to get
going.

"Kent is one of the better teams
in the conference right now,"
Joseph said. "We played very
well against them. That's going to
give us the confidence we need
against Miami."
Last season, BG lost three of its
four games to the Redskins.
However, MU will be playing
without its star pitcher, Kristy
Burch who holds every school
pitching record for a season and
career. Joseph believes the graduation of Birch will affect the
Redskins, but won't hurt them too
much.
"I don't expect anything less
from them," Joseph said. "Both
teams are totally different than
last season."
Joseph believes the competition isn't a big factor in a Falcon
victory.
"In 85 or 90 percent of the
cases, a win or loss is determined
by the way we play — not who we
play," Joseph said. "We're a
young team who's grown a lot this
season. We're really looking tow"This will be a key weekend for ard to playing."
us," Joseph said about the RedFalcon Notes: BATTING
skins match-up.
AVERAGE - RacheUe Highfill
This week gave both teams (.333), Becky Bailey (.327), Julie
trouble. The Redskins split Hudson (.312), Karen Appeibaum
against Ohio on Tuesday drop- (.260), Julie Moss (.257), TEAM
(.251)
RBI — Dena Romstadt (19),
ping their record to 25-8 overall
and 7-7 in conference. In similar Jeni Leis (10), Highfill, Hudson
to Neon/Joy Murdock
fashion, the Falcons saw their re- (9), Bailey, Moss (8), Appeibaum
Falcon lunior Kim Snyder watches the ball Into her glove. The sotlball cord drop to 14-21 overall and 3-7 (7), Kim Snyder (6)
DOUBLES - Hudson (9),
team host Miami this weekend.
in conference after the KSU loss.
Romstadt (8), Bailey, Highfill,
Leis (4)
ERA — Amy Simmons (2.12),
Jody Record (2.50), Laura Unterbrink (3.18), TEAM (2.37)

BG sports
on the wad

The track teams travel to
Oxford this weekend to
compete in the Ohio Intercollegiates.
Most schools around the
state will be at the meet.
BG competed in a similar
meet this past winter when
it participated in the Ohio
Intercollegiates Indoor
meet. Ohio State won the
meet easily at their home
track.
"The All-Ohio track meet
is not a scored meet and
isn't as importaint as the
MAC Championships, but
we still would like to win it,"
men's coach Sid Sink said.
Women's coach Steve
Price said: "It is important
for us to do well, but it is
more important for us to
reach our peak for the MAC.
We want to finish in the top
tow at the All-Ohio meet."

□aa

The baseball team will be
on the road in Kalamazoo,
Mich, to take on Western
Michigan.
The Broncos are 13-12
overall and 3-3 in the MidAmerican Conference. The
Falcons are 11-18-1,3-5.
ODD
The men's ?olf team will
be in Akron tlus weekend.
The Falcons will compete
at the Firestone Intercollegiate Tournament on Friday- Saturday and Sunday.

Men's tennis team
thumps Wooster
by Sebastien Carulhers
sports writer

Bad weather could not stop the
men's tennis team from thumping the College of Wooster 7-2 yesterday at Keefe Courts.
"The win
against Wooster will provide
the team with
some confidence for our
upcoming conference matches against Ball
State and
Western Michi- Orlando
gan." head
coach Gene Orlando said.
Freshmen Todd Koehler (6-4,
6-2) and Jeff Huffman (6-0, 6-1)
won in two sets in singles play.
Senior co-captain Steve Mudre
(6-1, 6-7, 6-3) and freshman Jim
Snyder (4-8, 6-2, 6-1) won in three
sets for the Falcons. Both Justin
Overholser and Richard Watson
lost in hard fought three setters.

"I was extremely proud of my
team's performance, especially
at doubles," Orlando said.
The team will head to Muncie,
Ind. to face Ball State today at 3
p.m. and then they will travel to
kalamazoo on Saturday to play
Western Michigan at 1 p.m.
"This weekend is a very big one
for the team," Orlando said. "We
have continued to improve with
each week and have put ourselves
in a position to contend for one of
the top spots in the conference."
Ball State (13-5) is currently
ranked 25th in the country and
Western Michigan's overall record is 13-7.
"I believe if we can play some
good solid tennis this weekend we
will be in the match and if we can
stay in the match long enough we
will have a good chance of pulling
off two very big upsets," Orlando
said.

Rental office located at
Cherrywood Health Spa

mm
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The women's tennis team passed its first test on Tuesday.
It didn't pertain to academics or even tennis. It was about maturity.
After being defeated last Saturday by league powerhouse
Miami, the Falcons came back to embarrass Wright State 9-0.
The win raised the Falcons' record to 9-8 on the year and 0-1 in
league play.
"We were extremely motivated for this contest," sophomore
Dania Webb said. "We knew we needed this one after losing to
Miami on Saturday."
Top singles player Carla Marshack trounced Jenny Booth to
raise her impressive record to 13-4.
Lone senior Kelly King used her experience to dispose of Kelly
Price in straight love sets. King was playing in the second singles slot normally occupied by Tisa Pacella. King is now the
owner of 10 victories and only 7 defeats.
Sophomore Robyn Monn cruised to the winner's circle with a
6-4,6-1 route of Mea Cashin. Monn hovers around the .500 plateau
with an 8-9 overall match record.
Junior Sara Emdin continued her march to consistency by
thrashing Ginger Rapp 6-0,6-2. Emdin has performed brilliantly
in the last two weeks.
Freshman Lori Wydysh and Webb ended singles play with an
exclamation point by dominating their competitors. Wydysh
defeated Jennifer Keithley 6-1,6-2, while Webb jolted Karen Anderson 6-1,6-1.
Wydysh improved her record to 6-12 while Webb notched her
first singles victory of the year and now stands at a 1-3 campaign.
"I expected a harder match," Webb said. "I tried to get up for
my match because I don't get to play that often. We always try to
take every match seriously."
In doubles action, the Falcons achieved something they haven't done all season. They captured all three of their doubles
contests.
Marshack and Wydysh lost the only set that the Falcons would
surrender the entire day. They defeated Booth and Cashin 6-1,
3-6,6-1. Otherwise, the Falcons day would remain unblemished.
Emdin and Pacella beat Price and Rapp 6-1, 6-1 and Webb and
Melissa Seely-Brown crushed Keithly and Anderson 6-3,6-0.

President
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Historian

Sean Gallagher
Rob Kacmarcik
Scott Doeringer
Ed Kreuger
Erik McCall

Thank You To The Past Cabinet For A Great Year!

NEWIPVE
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YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST!
Rent your apt. now and enjoy these special benefits:

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

CALL 352-9378 TODAY

by Steve Seasly
sports writer

CONGRATULATIONS
1991 FIJI CABINET

In doubles action, BG swept the
Lancers for their fifth doubles
sweep of the year. In the number
one spot, Koehler and Watson
won 6-2, 7-5. Senior co-captain
Mike Teets and Snyder (number
three spot) also won in two sets,
6-2, 6-2. At number two doubles,
Mudre and Overholser triumphed
in three sets, 6-3,2-6,6-4.

1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

BG drops WSU
and now prepares
for home matches

•Pay your deposit April 15th
•No parental guarantee
•Professional management
•Full time maintenance
•Three person prices

Renting is our only business...
We work for you!

Stairway To Heaven
April 20th, 1991

Check out these apartments:
• 309
• 801
• 803
• 709
• 507

High St.
5th St.
5th St.
5th St.
E. Merry

• 520
• 824
• 843
• 228
• 114

E. Reed
6th St.
6th St.
S. College
S. Main

THrtuufl^
328 S. Main Si.

352-5620
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Unbeaten Holyfield
ready for Foreman

Utah, Pistons to make finals
The National Basketball Association begins its second
season this Tuesday when 16
teams begin their quest for
league title.
There are some new faces
this year to join the familiar
faces that have occupied our
TV sets over the past decade.
The Lakers, Celtics and Pistons have renewed their annual
reservations. The Sonics and
the Warriors return to the
playoffs after brief layoffs.
Although some characters
have changed, the prize is still
the same.
Here are some possible recipients.
In the Eastern Conference,
the Chicago Bulls dethroned
the Pistons from the aristocratic ranks. Yet, there is a
hunch that they are just keeping the seat warm for the Pistons until the main attraction
begins. The "Bad Boys" from
the Motor City have all their
parts assembled as they will
race through the Windy City
and postphone Michael Jordan's takeoff time.
The Bulls are a formidable
foe with a steady supporting
east. The main area of concern
is whether they will receive
consistent play from the erratic Bill Cartwright to complement the splendid show conducted by Jordan and Scottie
Pippen.
The new kids on the block
have tuned beantown upside
down. Brian Shaw, Dee Brown
and Reggie Lewis have punctured the already crevicedfilled parkay floor of Boston

Garden with their up-tempo
antics. Larry Bird, Kevin
Mchale and Robert Parish
formed the 80's best frontcourt.
McHale's octopus-like anatomy makes him unstoppable
in the pivot.
The terrific trio of Dale Ellis,
Alvin Robertson and Jay
Humphries kept Milwaukee in
first place in the Central Division tor a short portion of time
early in the season. However,
the lack of mobility of their
frontcourt will hurt.
The Philadelphia story is a
sad one. Point guard Johnny
Dawkins has missed the
majority of the season due to
injury.
The 76'ers will go
as far as Barkley can carry
them. Unfortunately, the uphill
climb initiates in Milwaukee.
Atlanta and its uninspired
play, has been stamped as the
Bart Simpson of the league.
They persistently underachieve.
The state of Indiana is no
longer a lone Hoosier state.
Sorry Bobby Knight. Chuck
Person, Reggie Miller, Rick
Smits and Detlef Schrempf are
one of the most promising tandems in basketball today. Person is a multi-dimensional performer who can shoot from the
perimeter as well as maneuver
in the paint. Sonny Smith, his
college coach at Auburn, said,
"Person is the best player I
have ever coached. Smith
also coached Charles Barkley.
The Knicks have one enviable commodity. Patrick Ewing. Until he is surrounded with
individuals with attitudes un-

Commentary
Steve Seasly
like those of Charles Oakley,
Mark Jackson and Kiki Vandeweghe, the media in New
York will be working overtime.
One word sums up the
Western Conference — jwrity.
Portland, Los Angeles, San Antonio, Phoenix, Utah and Houston have all captured SO or
more victories.
The Trailblazers have been
the young guns of the west
from the very beginning. They
matured as a unit last year
against the Pistons and are
Primed for another trip to the
inals.
One obstacle shields them
from prosperity.
Only one team will deliver a
death note to the Trailblazers.
What better person to do this
than the mailman himself.
Karl'"The Mailman" Malone
will deliver good news to Mormon country as the Jazz will
advance to the Finals.
The most glamorous organization in the history of the
game is still a contender this
year. Magic Johnson is undoubtedly one of the greatest
athletes to ever lace up a pair
of sneakers. The reliable
James Worthy has been such of
an important link to the chain

of Laker Championships over
the years. Sam Perkins reminds one of a tired 1963
Volkswagen. Though emotionless, he is effective.
The San Antonio Spurs are a
well-rounded squad with a
youthful nucleus that will
expand eventually into a dynasty. Not this year.
The Phoenix Suns have displayed some of the best basketball played this year. Unfortunately for Phoenix fanatics, the Suns always find a way
to self-destruct.
Houston is led by Hakeem
Olajuwon. The Rockets have
had a "dream" season because
of the superb guard play of
Kenny Smith, Vernon Maxwell
and Sleepy Floyd. However,
the Rockets will awaken in the
first round to a nightmarish
opponent.
Golden State Warrior head
coach Don Nelson has in his
command three phenomenal
players
The fact that the rest of the
team has no one scoring more
than 10 points a game is the
reason they will exit quietly in
the playoffs.
The Seattle Supersonics have
an abundant supply of talent
and a great coach in K.C.
Jones. Sean Kemp has star
written all over him.
So its the "Mailman" against
the "Bad Boys" in the finals.
The Postal Service still hasn't
found a successful method to
prevent the mailman from beine bitten
Steve Seasly is a sports
writer (or the News.

by Ed Schuyler
AP Boxing Writer

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — The moment is at hand for George Foreman to make boxing history or be exposed as a fat old fighter.
The land of Oz for the 42-year-old, 257-pound Wizard of Self Promotion will be the Convention Center.
At the end of the yellow brick road paved by hand-picked opponents
stands Evander Holyfield, the unbeaten and unheralded heavyweight
champion of the world.
The 28-year-old, 208-pound Holyfield toiled for several years as a
champion in that boxing wasteland called the cruiserweight division.
Relinquishing the cruiserweight title and becoming a heavyweight,
Holyfield was ridiculed as being a blown-up fighter, too small to become a champion.
So he simply became champion by knocking out James "Buster"
Douglas in the third round last Oct. 25, although most of the attention
was focused on Douglas' flabby 246-pound body and his shameful
effort.
For Holyfield to keep the most lucrative title in sports, he must beat
a man who has made himself the standardbearer for the middleage
spread set.
"What kind of credibility will I get beating George Foreman?" Holyfield asked. "Probably none."
Holyfield will have a dandy credit rating, though.
He is assured of at least $20 million. Foreman is guaranteed $12.5
million.
"People write, 'You got to win George, you must do it," said Foreman, a 3-1 underdog in his bid Friday night to become the oldest man
to win a world championship in any weight class.
The victory would come 16 years, five months and 20 days after he
lost the title to Muhammad Ali on an eighth-round knockout at Kinshasa, Zaire.
He had won the title by stopping Joe Frazier in the second round in
1974 at Kingston, Jamaica. Watching on closed-circuit television in Atlanta was 10-year-old Evander Holyfield.
After losing to Jimmy Young in 1977, Foreman retired and became
an evangelist. He began his comeback in 1987.
He weighed 267 pounds for his first fight, a fourth-round knockout of
Steve Zouski. His weight of 257 pounds is fifth highest for a championship bout.

want defense;
'Rocket' may become a Cowboy Bengals
Browns open at home

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — One
of the largest pre-draft trades in
the history of the National Football League reportedly could
send Notre Dame star Raghib
"Rocket" Ismail to the Dallas
Cowboys.
According to today's Boston
Globe, the New England Patriots
are discussing a deal with Dallas
that would send their three top
draft choices —the first, 28th and
56th — to Dallas for a players and
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four draft choices —12th and 14th
in the first round, their secondround pick, and a choice in the
1992 draft.
The Cowboys would use the
Patriots' first pick to select Ismail, the Globe said.
The proposal is the work of
Patriot! president Sam Jankovich and Dallas coach Jimmy
Johnson, who have remained
close friends since Jankovich, as
athletic director at the University
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of Miami, hired Johnson as head
coach.
On Wednesday, Jankovich said
that if he didn't trade the pick, he
will draft Ismail even if he is unsigned.
I guess there's really no guarantees anywhere in life, but if
there's any way that we can get
him signed by Sunday, we will,"
team president Sam Jankovich
said Wednesday. "But right now
we're saying if we don't, more

no
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Congratulations to the March Committee members
of the month! You are the "IT
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Outdoor Rec
Allen Cox
Tony Mundo
Todd Williamson
Jeff Ritchey
Brad Mopes
Publications
Dedre Tieli

<

Performing Arts
Jenny Carmona
Mandy Wemert
Sue Lorah
Vicki Yager

1

Publicity
Stacie Calhoun

Mini Courses
Tricia Vlano

Campus Films
Kevin Fmley
Joe Florenski
Holly Drier

Spotlight
Matt Denton
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than likely we might draft him."
Joe Mendes, New England's
vice president of player operations, said the team got what he
described as "a pretty interesting
proposal" from a team other than
Atlanta for the first overall pick
in the draft and the rights to Ismail.
The Falcons, who have the
third choice in Sunday's NFL
draft, were thought likely to try to
trade for the first pick because
they also hold the 13th overall
choice. Mendes said the new
team involved had a choice in the
top half of the first round.
I don't think the Falcons will
question this one in the least,"
Mendes, said of the new interest.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today'
Fret Catalog
Bo. S7000
Wdihincton DC 20OU-7OK0
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Us Your Favorite
Hair Salon.

B

B

Mon. - Fri., 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Saturdays, 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

uno

354-1477
315 E. Wooster
••*••••••
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Erin Moran & Christian Friese
Lisa Henningsen & Troy Anderson
Belh Bensen & Dave Zajkowski
Lisa Anderson & John Marzavas
Erin Ellis & Arch Hasler
Julie Shock & Malt Michael
Tracy Munson & Mark Ross
Kristi Gheen & Paul Harris
Ann Marie Buscher & Brad Curren
Kimber Cox & Jason Weaver
Valerie Szostak & Bob Zerbe
Cara Whelan & Paul Edwards
Pam Wilson & Eric Stephenson
Laura Bennett & Scott Schoemer
Stephani Headlee & Dean Cowger
Jennifer Salvino & David Peck
Terri Ray & Michael Schriver
Kristin Rowe & Doug McCloy
Jennifer Stephen & Jeff Sabol
Michele Krohn & Moses Ernst
Shelli Sanderson & Scott Ryan
Aimee Swope & Brad Marlcy Allan
Traci Davidson & Paul Dlsantis

Kristi Watt & Dave Rice
Andrea Nash & Bill Noonan
Lisa Roman & Damian Billak
Jodi Schaeffer & Scott Farren
Jennifer Taday & Tom Holz
Lauri Richards & Kit Nickel
Erin Martin & Scott Hutchins
Shawnie Lee & Colby Orr
Tammy Sharpe & Jeff Murphey
Lisa Anderson & John Marzavas
Lisa Mollica & Vivolo

Stacey Sharp & Todd Cavanaugh
Julie Kahlenberg & Craig Pembroke
Terri Kringen & Steve Cyrus
Tar a Moynihan, Brian Moynihan
& Russ May
Beth Luther & John Pastirik
Polly Pankratz & T.J. Fee
Megan Johnson & Dan Driskell
Michelle Minogue & Timothy Shonk
Amy Dunn & Matt Morelli

M

*
*
*
*
*
*

Catch that Summer Feeling

R.E. Management
113 Railroad Street 352-9302
Location

Summer Price

Campus Manor
733 Manvllto
615 Second St.
825 Third St.
701 Fourth St.
Rocitledoe Manor
755 Manvllle

$550
S550
S550
S450
S550
S550
S550
S550

Ml Eighth St.

Bring In this ad for
$100 off first months rant whan signing a fall leas*
$50 off first months rent whan signing a summer leas*
on* discount par lease
offer good thru April 30

\
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J Witt baffles
Thanks For Voting J Indians, 7-0
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CLEVELAND (AP) — Bill Belichick will make his regular
season debut as new head coach
of the Cleveland Browns Sept. 1 in
a home game against Dallas, the
team said Thursday in announcing the club's 1991 schedule.
For the first time since 1984, the
Browns won't nave a Monday
night national television game.
Frankly, we don't deserve a
Monday night appearance after
the way we played last year,"
said Art Modell, majority owner
and president of the Browns, who
finished last in the AFC Central
Division last season at 3-13.
Here is Cleveland's entire regular season schedule:
September: 1 Dallas, 8 at New
England, 15 Cincinnati, 22 at New
York Giants, 29 bye; October: 6
New York Jets, 13 at Washington,
20 at San Diego, 27 Pittsburgh;
November: 3 at Cincinnati, 10
Philadelphia, 17 at Houston, 24
Kansas City; December: 1 at Indianapolis, 8 Denver, 15 Houston
and 22 at Pittsburgh.

••••••••••
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Exhibits
Kristen Hemer
Cyndi Luxon

CINCINNATI (AP) - Coach
Sam Wyche says the odds are
50-50 at best in the incinnati Bengals' bid to get a top-flight defensive lineman in Sunday's first
round of the NFL draft.
The Bengals could be eyeing
University of Louisville defensive
tackle Ted Washington, considered strong at stopping the
run. But there are questions
where Washington would still be
available by the time the Bengals
draft 18th in the first round.
Draft analysts outside football
are conjecturing that Cincinnati
might draft Mississippi noseBard Kelvin Pritchett. But the
ngals won't tip their hand on
j their strategy.
Outside linebackers Mike Croel
of Nebraska, Huey Richardson of
! Florida and Alfred Williams of
! Colorado also might be off the
board by the time the Bengals get
their turn to select.
Other possibilities are wide
i receivers Alvin Harper of TenInessee and Reggie Barrett of
I Texas-El Paso.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Bobby
Witt pitched a four-hitter as the
Texas Rangers beat Cleveland 7-0
Thursday night, the third time
the Indians have been shut out In
nine games.
The Rangers have won three
straight after opening the season
with tour consecutive losses. Julio Franco drove in three runs
with a homer and a single.
Witt (1-1) struck out seven and
walked five for his fifth career
shutout.
Greg Swindell (0-3) gave up six
runs, five of them earned, and six
hits in 4 1-3 Innings. The loss was
his first in six career decisions
against Texas.
Texas leadoff hitter Brian
Downing was held hitless for the
first time in four games, but he
walked three times and was hit
by a pitch. He has reached base
safely 16 times in 20 plate appearances.
The Rangers took a 4-0 lead in
the third, taking advantage of
Swindell's one-out walks to Gary
Pettis and Downing.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AMA
HAPPY HOURS
Tonight from 5-9
UPTOWN
S3 M»mb»n and under 21
S4 Non-m«mb»f3 ovor 21
Don't mlssour last Happy Hours of the year

Alpha Simga Phi
Brother ol the Week
Mike Haft erkamp
Athletes of the Week
B-Team Soccer
Officer of the Week
Joe Bird" Sc hater
Past Pledge of the Week
Jtm PoskocJ
Pledge of the Week
Bob Dorr

Coming Saturday April 20
"Cartoon Fraaiaiag"
Akron U'• Classic. Collage and Original
Hock Band

Ang>e Hothaus
Happy Birthday' The twg 2-1 is finally here' Get
excited'
Love.
Leigh

10:30 pm at Good Tymaa Pub
DAY DOCK - NIGHT OF LAUGHS
That's right This Sat April 20 Irom 9 00 pm I
am Dry Dock welcomes lop comedians from
tne 'Toledo Comedy Club' Come laugh you'
troubles away or just come laugh with us As
always admission is tree with NO 10 or Minimum
Happy Hours at Good Tymes
6 9 TONIGHT
$1 cover tor the HOMELESS
Sponsored by Reach-Out
Lacrosse Lacrosse Lacrosse
Mac Tournament to be held
Sat-Sun April 20-21. 1991
B G Intramural Fields. Games
Start at 11 00 am
Come Support Falcon Lacrosse
SCEC Proudly Presents:
Talk to the pro's about the real classroom
Teacher panel with question and answer session * Sunday April 21 ' 406 Education '
7 00 PM "

LOST & FOUND
LOST. A social problems book Either m BA.
Memorial . or South It tound call Lance
372-1042
LOST Dark purple suede coat. 3 15 'rom
Good Tymes Please return No Questions
Laura 372-5310

SERVICES OFFERED

Horseback Riding
Douglas Meadows Ranch
313-856 3973

POWERFLO MOSILC DJ SERVICE
Specializing m formal date nights a parties

Call 874-6684
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy lests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE

PERSONALS
* * * Never Agam • • •
There win be a meeting on Tues. April 23 at 9
pm m room 117 BA There wil be elections, so
it you want to run lor an executive position - you
must be present If you have any Questions
contactJaaon al 2 4130
• SIG KAP •
Little and Grandfcttle. Holly and Cara.
Get psyched lor Formal'"
Love your Big Tammy
•'' SIGMA CHI '' *
* * * C*R WASH ' *'
PLEASE SUPPORT THE CAR WASH ON SUN
DAY APRIL 21. 1991 ALL PROCEEDS WILL
BENEFIT THE BOWUNG GREEN HIGH
SCHOOL WOLFE. SANDERS. QUINN. PANK
SEPP MEMORIAL F UNO IT WILL BE HELD AT
THE MID AM BANK ON 11741 NORTH MAIN
STREET. FROM 12-3 PM.

Are you interested in journafcsm''
Do you want a fob after graduation'*
Then you should apply for
a lall staff position with
The BG New s
Stop by 214 West Hall or call
372-6966 tor more information

ARE YOU TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL?
A TRUE BGSU STUDENT CAN NEVER HAVE
TOO MANY T-SHIRTS. UAA IS SELLING MUD
VOLLEYBALL SHIRTS IN THE UNION FOYER
FRI0AY FROM 10-4, AND ALL WEEKEND AT
THE TOURNAMENT IN COLLEGE PARK.
DON'T LEAVE BG WITHOUT ONE
A SID
Last Meeting on Tues at 8 00 pm April 23 •
S Speaker on Expectations After College Refreshments served'
Attention aliCampus Sisters. Campus Brothers. Adopt • A - Grandparent and Filling
Home Volunteers. The Executive board mem
bers ol Volunteers m Progress invites you to a
VIP Recognition Picnic on Sunday. Aprs* 28.
1991 Irom 1 pm to 4 pm at Bowling Green Crty
Park The picnic wil lake place rain or shine and
transportalion is available to those m need
Please RSVP on the sign up sheet inside 405
Student Services by 5 pm Thursday April 25
Attention Stu
If you find a Summer job ON YOUR OWN
that Is related to your Career goals.
Come to the Co-op Office
230 Administration Building
372-2451
to reglsler tor
Free Academic Recognition
AXO ' OTD * AXO * PIKE * AXO * THETA
CHI
Bel. H T .John. Kevin
There once were two Delts. a Pike and Theta
CM,
Oooo did they ever catch four Alpha Chi's
eyes
Nol too long ago. these four Alpha Chi's
swept them off thee feet'
Apnl 20th came Qutfkfy and the plans for Formal
just couldn't be beat
A kftte partym . a little dancm . a little nightlifewhat a night'
These Alpha Chi's aia exerted because this
eight-way combination is OUT OF SIGHT!
Jill Nikki. Joan. Lauren
BG JC
' * Spring Meeting '91"
April 20th
featuring
* Keg-stand mania
" beast o' burden
* Remersman • a tribute
rated R non-members not admitted
only with Jim R seal of approval
BETA ■ PMI MU ' BETA
Stay ManYo sexy man. the one in graphic design
This weekend will be Hist dlvme
I'D take you to the Pike house & listen to the
band
And ii we're lucky, we I be able to sland
im so excited SI can't wait
Became I have the most awesome date'
Love.
Joanne (a k a BooBoo)
PHI MU" BETA* PHI MU
Beta 500 Happy Hours
Friday Apnl 26

8 days HI Beta 500
Gel Psyched1"
AGD * AGO ' AGD * AGD • AGD
Alpha Gams - get exerted lot IRD 'Squirrels,
pearls, and Alpha Gam girls'
AGD * BETA 500 ' AGO
The count do w n is on
AGO • BETA 500 * AGD
AGO ' Heather Maracji ' AGO
Congratulations on being elected as president
ol Women in Communications
Alpha Phi Beta Alpha Phi Beta
Thanks Karl. Mekie. and Angela for all (hat
you've done for us
Igtet
Alpha Phi Beta Alpha Phi Beta

Alpha Phi"' Kim Schuttneisa * • Alpha Phi
Congratulations on your pesrbng to Joe Arno of
Miami University
Love. Your Alpha Phi Sisters

Dee Gees Dee Gees Dee Gees
Rush is drawing near but don't you lear Dances end skits are coming along great That's
what I hear Each party wil be lots of tun and
new pledges we'll have when we're all done
Smile.
Dee Gees Dee Gees Dee Gees

Delia Gemma Sigma Chi
Congratulations Amy Jonea on being
elecledSlgma Chi Pledge Class Sweetheart.
Your Sisters Support you' LITB
Delta Gamma Sigma Chi

DRY DOCK • NIGHT OF LAUGHS
That's nght This Sal Aprd 20 from 9 00 pm • 1
am Dry Dock welcomes top comedians from
The'Toledo Comedy Club* Come laugh your
troubles away or ,usl come laugh with us As
always admission is tree with NO ID or minimum
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
The Sisters of Delta Zela would like lo congratulale Andrea Kalassay tor being elected on
Steering Committee lor Greek week next year'
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
EAST MERRY MASSACRE
T-SHIRTS
Available at TO S TOO AND QUARTERS
By yours today-supply is limited
FIJI ISLAND 1B91
Are you ready to party with the natives''
FIJI ISLAND 1991
Gamma Phi Pledges Gamma Phi
We love ourSeven Gamma Gale because "We
like the Gamma Phi m you " Keep up your awesome sprnt and teamwork You guy* •*• *"•
greatest'"
Gamma Phi Pledges Gamma Phi
GAMMA PHI BETA
WeloveourVIP'S
GAMMA PHI BETA

CAN YOU SAY CHALLENGE?
THE BGSU MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM IS
CHALLENGIN THE MEN'S SOCCER TEAM TO
A VERY DIRTY GAME OF VOLLEYBALL THIS
SUNDAY AT 1:30 IN COLLEGEPARK. COME
OUT AND WATCH THE SPARKS FLY. AND
REMEMBER GUYS, HEIGHT ISN'T EVERVTH—Q...
Chad. Cody,* Tom
Saturday at 6
Is when we catch the lous
you there are the lucky ones
ihat get to escort us
At Moonlit Masquerade
is where we will have the chance
lo have a lot of fun
and maybe tmd romance'*
And when the mgnt is over
you'll have these memories
of our White Rose Formal
with your wonderful Kay-Dees
Love. Chaontel. Paula, a Missy
Cleveland Indians vs Boston Redsocks
Sat April 20
Bus Trip • Beer - Pop - Snacks
If interested call Quarter's Cafe 353-8735

PHISIGS
Congratulations lo Kevin Zimmerman on ha
Tennis victory" Out m front Zrnim's "
Damn Proud
PHISIGS

Kappa Sig ' Alpha Phi • Fl|l
Porno and Mark.
We can't wait tor tonight
WaiKi Phi wil be great
Get psyched'
Love your Alpha Phi Dales.
Stepn and Trac<
Fl)i • Aloha Phi • Kappa Slg

KKG KKG KKG
Jeame a k a Jean-Master
It's your birthday so sit back, have a lew and
remember this past year your Depauw man and
his twin. Dom Pengnon. the baseball bat. our
home video, the yeaow light, snoring, drtt hohos and Chicago yuppies Happy 20th Irom the
knower of al and her other half''
We love you' Dawn and Jon
KKG * PSE " TIM HILL '' PSI ' KKG
What s up lor Saturday. Berf
What else but KKG Spring Formal!
Sorry no Downtown
They're nol ready for you >etUnless you take otf the undershirt'
Get reedy to dance
No hog troughs this lime
But we do have wine1
Luv Ya» Cm
KKD * PSE * KKD * PSE * KKD

Did you know? 40 days after conception a baby's eyes, ears. nose, kps and tongue begin to
form

Gamma Phi Beta SHERRY
Gel excited for the ONU Sig Ep Formal It wil be
great with our awesome dates Scott and John
Love. AOTT Jen
GeoffreyThese last three years have been the best' I
wish we could be together to celebrate tonight
but we have everyday together' Happy Anniversary -1 love you'
Jennifer
GOVERNMENT HOMESfrom $1
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossessions Your area(1) 805 962 8000
Ext GH-9849 lor current repo list
Greg Sieve, and Greg
Wai Ki Phi
Is not far out of reach.
We can'I wait tor tonight.
to be bear on the beach
Love your Alpha Phi Dales.
Julz, Kristl. and Jen
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime with AIRHITCH(r) lor $229 from
Cleveland or Detroit. SI60 from the East
Coast (Aa reported in NY Times « Let's Go1)
AIRHITCHjQ 212-664-2000
INTRAMURAL TRACK A FIELD OFFICIALS
NEEDED MANDATORY MEETING MONDAY.
APRIL 22. 4-5 PM APPLY IN 108 REC
CENTER
IR0
international Relations Organization
Elections: For Fall 'SI • Spring '92
Everyone Welcome
All position* A membership open
Wed. April 24th. 7:30 pm. 114 ED.
JOOYMCCLAREN
Congratulations Jody McClaren on your ZBT la
vshenng to Rob Baley
Love >n S-gma Epailon Chi
your 2nd High Sisters

PHISIGS
The Brothers ot Phi Sigma Kappa would kke to
thank Jeremy Dott lor Ns hard work on our
community service hours
Keep up the good work"
PHI SIGS
PHI SIGS
The Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa would hke lo
thank Mark Hlnson and Jeremy Dott for their
work on the Greek Week Banner'
PHISIGS
PHI SIGS
The Brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa would like lo
congratulate Garrett Wyckotf and Lorl Androwsky on then recent lavaliering
PHI SIGS
PHISIGS
Congratulations to Ron Klein!alter and Susai
Krol on your recent lavabenng' Good luck «the
future1
PHISIGS

LEX, BARRETT. BOULIS. VICTOR. HAZEN. 4
GEOKE:
Gel excited for a hoi time tonight, cuz your Alpha Phi Dates are gonna treat you right Wa> Ki
Ph. is finely here, the biggest a best date party
of the year So on our scavenger hunt you will
go as a crew meet at the Alpha Phi house at
6 30 pm lo get clues to seE what you wil have
lo do WE hava some big suprrses in store tor
you'
JILL, MARIA. WENDY. MARSHA, WENDY. 4
LISA
Ul Kern and Lil Susan
My Omega Ph. Alpha twin littles are AWESOME' Congratulations on activation
O-Phi A Love. Big Melissa
LII' Snookle,
Good Luck with tryouts on Sunday' You can do

rt'

Love.
Feather
NICOLE.
THANKS FOR MAKING THE PAST 5 MONTHS
THE GREATEST OF MY UFE I LOVE YOU
ROBERT

49 pm
Tuxedo Junction

" ' ' CAR WASH CAR WASH * ■ ■
•••SIGMACHI""

Congratulations
Panhel s Greek Athlete ol the Week
Nancy Z*»ken • AGO
Congratulations
Panhels Cab.net Member of the Month
Jill Broun
Congratulations

Omega Phi Alpha Pledge Class
Congratulations girts1 We're al very proud of
you* First meeting. Sun at 7 30

PHI TAU PI PHI PHI TAU PI PHI
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would kke to
congratulate Craig L>xon on his recent lavakering lo Krislen Gibbons
PHI TAU PI PHI PHI TAU PI PHI
Pi Phi " Phi Tau " Pi Phi ' Ph. Tau
The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi would kke to congratulate Knsten Gibbons on her recent kavakenng
to Phi Tau Craig Dixon
READY FOR THE MUD?
UAA WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL 32 VOLEYBALL TEAMS THE BEST OF LUCK IN SATURDAY AND SUNDAY'S TOURNAMENT. OUR
SECRET PATROL HAS WITNESSED A FEW
TEAMS PRACTICING. RUMORS ARE EVEN
FLYING ABOUT SOME PRE-GAME RALLIES.
IS YOUR TEAM READY?
Robin Applebaum
Congrats on winning the
Outstanding Senior Award'
and
Thanks lor all your hard work as President*
Love.
Mortar Board
SAE " PHI MU " SAE
DaveI hope th.s Saturday is better than last, but I'm
sure the dale party wil be a blast There wet be
lots to drmk maybe a COKE or two and I promise not to throw any on you Oh. by the way
Tony said to chuck the turtle'
Love. Pam
PHI MU * SAE * PHI MU

Omega Phi Alpha
Carolyn and Jennifer
I'm going to miss you two next year' You are the
best sisters in the world' Stay out of trouble and
don't park beyond the ' Do not enter" sign' (It's
bad news')
Omega Phi Alpha Love. Men—
PM Delta Theta ' Alpha Phi
The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta would kke lo
congratulate Scott Packard on his recent engagement to Alpha Phi Tma Streeter 3
months" J K Good Luck"
Phi Delia Theta
Phi Delta Theta
The Brothers ol Phi Delta Theta would Ike to
congratulate Dave Dibiasio on his recent engagement to Kathy Ruebensaal Good LUCK'?
PhlDetts

SIQEP
BROTHER OF THE WEEK
Scon Frakes
SIGEP
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Chris Mathes
SIGEP
Congratulations Tom Bunyard on being chosen
RTVF FRESHMAN Of the YEAR.
The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SIGEP" KD' SIGEP ' KD
To our SigEp dates
Jamie. Ed. David. Jen. Kevin. A Tony
Dudes gel psyched' Moonlit Masquerade w*
be the best formal you'll ever attend"

Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa
Big Paula
We make a great teem'
We have to get together soon'
Sigma Love. U" Christine
Sigma Kappa Delta Tau Delta
C-Dawg Get psyched tor Formal on Saturday
We are going to have an awesome time never to
be forgotten
Love - Tine
Delta Tau Delta Sigma Kappa
SIGMA KAPPA ' SIGMA KAPPA
Big Lisa
Thanks (or everything, you are awesome' Formal is gomg to be great'
Love - LI' Amy
Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa
&gk*ndy
You're an awesome Big Thanks'
Sig Kap Love A Friendship.

uruaa
Sigma Phi Epaaon * Lambda Chi Alpha (UC)
DAVIE WEIOAND AND PHIL POLFES
Gemma Phi Crescent formal the night is drawing near Sanduaky is the destination, on a river
boat no fear Phi is conwg Irom down below.
where the bomtMng takes place on the Bengals
you know Now Dave is a different story you
see wil I see you m a month or three1" But
senousry smce we have you tor the night,
things *<H definitely turn out nght
Love your Gamma Phi Dates.
Cathy and Amy
Spring In to Spring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics
Cal Pam 352-4915
The natives are restless
FIJI Island '91
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta say celebrate farth Day everyday!
The SOLD Leadership Tip ot the Week
The first thmg education teaches you «to wsJk
atone
-Trader Horn
We're SOLD on Leederstup"
Theta Ctv KKG Theta Chi
JP.
Guess what Saturday is. do ya know, do ya
know, do ya know? In case you forgot, it's Kappa Spring formal So "Kick er in the tai and
get psyched' We're gomg al out this time. 8
ounce Lites won't cut rt' Of course, you only
nave to be my date until 10 30 By the way.
happy Valentme's Day1
Luv. AM
Thurs Apnl25
Union Oval Parking Lot
Wril be closed at Midnight
until Saturday Night
Tine Chad. Bacon, and Robbie
«Have the big "O" at Formal'
Love. Use and Sandy
Toady (Puppy).
tt's been a wonderful 2 years' I couldn't ask for
anyone better Thanks 'or the best weekend
ever, too I love you'
Forever your Bright Eyes

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Love. Your elurmg KD Dates
Traci. Dianne. M C . Manann. Sheila & Colleen

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
CHARTERING DAY
• APRIL 21 •!DAMN PROUD"'

P S We I be waiting to heat that lovely Sig Ep
Song1'

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

SIG EP SAM SEZ:
8 days until the BETA S00.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The Brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa would like to
congratulate Scott Lawkx andAnorca Pecchlo
on this past week's lavaleflng
PHI SIGMA KAPPA

Sigma Alpha Epaaon SAE Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Brothers of SAE • Thanks lor al ol the fun I've
had this past year' I know now how special
each and every one of you men are POM >s
drawing near • Good Luck* Love. Jen

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATION 0EADUNE EXTENDED
TO APRIL 19 AT 4 00 PM PICK UP APPUCATIONIN 108 PEC CENTER
WANTED Houseman needed lor 1991-1992
School year lor Sorority chapter house Duhes
include light housekeeping and assisting with
kitchen Part-time, flexible hours Cash or meals
aa compensation Interview times wil be
scheduled Cal Chns at 354 9367 after 5 pm
lor appointment

Entropy-

-by Chuck Bost

Kap Slg • Hell, who are you ' Kap Slg
I have a date they call the Jufmeister
who they say couldn't be mcer
They say you're sarcastic and a tease
but when it comes lo it. I know you please
Some call you chaaity as a mean name
but alter this Saturday it won't be the same
So take it m tun. it's surety a joke
because this ad naa made me broke

(DIP.

0ID1CXJ SflWr SoMfTMil^..

'

King
Kap Slg ' BLESSED BE THE BOOT ■ Kap Slg
KAPPA SIG " PHI MU ■ KAPPA SIG
Yahoo » ChalkSaturday w* be 96 degrees in the shadeAt the PIKE house we'll have It made
We I be groovm' with Groovemaater al day
and if we pace ourselves mere won't be a pnee
lopay'
Yahoo, we know you're crazy and Chafe
you're way loo young but with the four
ol us together we're sure to have a lot of tun)
Love the ancientsChynna & Dippy
PHI MU ' KAPPA SIG * PHI MU

Sigma Kappa
Robert.
I love you and we are gomg to have a great time
at Formal Saturday night
Amy
Sigma Kappa

>
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THE BG NEWS

Classifieds
Female Summer sublease! needed lor Fox Run■
dishwasher, microwave, washer'dryer. cal
K-m 353 9399

WHAT'S THIS MUD THING?

Female summer subteaser Own room and only
$300 for entire summer Great Location Call
Wendy 353 8043

THE 3RD ANNUAL UAA MUD VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT WILL BE HELD THIS WEEKEND ON SATURDAY(10~5) AND SUNDAY
U11-5L COME OUT AND WATCH 12 TEAMS
.TOUCH IT OUT. FOOD FROM QUARTERS
CAFE. MUSIC FROM DJ RICH KINO, ANO
SPECIAL APPEARANCES BY UNIVERSITY
MASCOTS AND ATHLETIC TEAMS. WE'LL
SEE YOU AT COLLEGE PARKII

Female to sublease apt (or Summer
piece, pooddeet C—362-7217

ZBT • Q PHI B " ZBT • G PHI B
•Jen and TomGet peyehed tor the cruise
it's gonna ba great
The ship leaves at seven
So don't be late11
Your cool dates.
Angela and Lon
ZBT • G PHI B • ZBT • G PHI B

Earn up to $3500 lor summer jobs in Put-inBay ice cream parlor 40 hours or more, bonus.
housing on island Contact SaBy Stevens
419-884-1927 2617 Slate Rte 97. Lexington. Ohio 44904

One temeJe rmt needed tor Fal ( possibly
Summer ). Free heal, cheap Please cal
352-9197

Help wanted (or cleaning and maintenance lor
apartments lor 1-2 weeks or longer Starting
week ol May 11 Cafl 353 0325 or 352 7365

Parl-tlme travel sales. Set your own houra.
Salary based on performance. Call
1-800-333-3360.

Lifeguards Wanted
Seasonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec
Club Musi bring current Red Cross certification
card Apply tn person at T-Square Graphics.
121 S Main St .BG . ONo Accepting applica
hona through Friday. AprJ 26

Someone to SUBLEASE our apartment for
Summer Air conditioned, cheep gas and electric 2 bedroom1 SUBLEASE from May to Aug
91 Cal Karm al 354 6634 Leave message"1
Sublease our 2 BROM APT 803 5th St 1 Vr
Lease starting August 91 Cal 354-3998
Summer Sub-Lease needed 2 Bed furnished.
Close to campus Rent negotiable 354-4929
Two lemeles looking lor 2 bedroom apl lor Fall
semester 1991 only Call Melissa 354-4878
Two or more to sublease apt lor summer 91 at
University Village call Carrie or Nicole
354-8856
Two to Four people needed to take over year
lease at University Village Starting 8/91 cal Nicole or Carrie at 354-8856

WANTED
1 Female roommate wanted tor 91 92 school
year E Merry apartment $160 plus eiectnc
per month Ca«354 6193.

WANTED
Male Roommate for summer
$ 125/mo . own room, util incld
Cal Drew 352-9182

1 Male roommate needed tor Fai 91 Close to
campus, rent negot Call Mike al 3548797 tor
Hformatton

Wanted experience sifter lor occasional summer baby-sitting lor t year okJ $3 OO.'hour
353-2331 alter 6 pm oi leave message.

} non-smoking female to share 2 bdrm apt
Own room $100. mo plus etec Upper class
landing preferred Call Anna 354-6475
1 Roommate needed tor Summer In Fox Run
Apts Ptease cal 353-8265 Can leave mes
■*■*»

bmete needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt for
■ •92 school year Close to campus For mo<e
■jfrjrrmttra cal Tonda at 352 8172

Still looking for a summer job?
Lifeguard. Swim Instructor a Youth Fun a
Fitness Leader positions are available at the
Student Recreation Center Call Scott at
2-7477or Laurenat2-7482

Summer Jobs'

ATTENTION!
VCT and Graphic Design Majors
Student Publications is now interviewing tor
Production Assistants lor The BG News lor Fal
1991 Apply at Student Employment. 460 Student Services BuHding

r

Crested Butte Mountain Resort is coming to do
recruiting lor our student employee program
$500 scholarship. $5'hour. a tree unlmited ski
pass, housing, and much more' Various positions are available For more information please
attend our informational presentation held at
6:00pmon Thurs April 25th m the Town Room
ol the University Union or contact our sponsor
University Placement Services 372-2356 We
are an E O E

Summer camp robs available at resident Girl
Scout Camp It you enjoy children this <s a fob
lor you We are looking lor unit leaders, unit
counselors, pool slaft. nature and craft directors, cooks, and kitchen workers and nurse
Camps located in Bridge water and Leesburg.
Va Pre-camp begins June 15. camp ends Aug
12 For an application visit the Career Placement Office or cal the Gn1 Scout Council of the
Nations Capital. 1 202 337-4300. or In Mary
land or Wglma 1-800-523 7898 EOE

Z Roommates needed tor 91-92 school yr m
Fox Run it interested please eel 3538265
pen leave message.

Female roommate needed lor summer Own
bedroom, own bathroom J375 (or entire summer Cel 353-9639

SKI S WORK IN COLORADO NEXT WINTER'

HELP WANTED

Are you Interested in Journalism?
Do you want a |ob alter graduation?
Then you should apply lor
a fall stall position with
The BG News
Stop by 214 West Hell or cal
372-6966 lor more mlormation

Female non-smoking roommate lor large house
cloae to campus Own room, summer only Cal
364-2692

Part-time secretary Flexible hours Sklled in
typing, word processing. A reception Present
through summer & next year Avial immediatly
Send resume to Secretary. PO Box 904 BG

SUMMER
Tops in Pennsylvania girts camp need counselors m. WSt. Tennis. Arts and Cralts'Ceramics.
Soccer Coach, technical theatre asst . gymnastics, piano Upper classmen preftered Cafl Arlene ASAP 1 -800-443 6428

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan. PO
Box 234BG. Kenarworth, NJ 07033 (908)
276-0996

2 Of 3 roommates tor summer and 1 roommate
tor Fall Apt very close to campus CHEAP!'
Cal 352-2532 A ask lor Cindy

LIFEGUARDS
Positions available at large apartment property
lor 1991 season Exp and certification required Apply in person 9-5 Fox Chase Apartments. 7300 Nightingale Dr.. Holland. Ohio

WANTED IMMEDIATELY one non smoking
male roommate lor Fal 91. lor a two bedroom
apt onTroupSt Own bedroom. 175/month. 9
1/2 month lease For more into, cal Chris al
372-5328

*f to 6 people to rent 4 bd House (or summer
Dree! location with many advantages Call
372 1220
991 Summer sublease needed University
^aage 2 or more people Air Condition Great
Location CaH Rob or Joe 353-6680

Drivers needed
The China Restaurant
352-8230

Needed one female to sublease (or Summer 2
bdrm. furnished apl on S Summit Call
353 9156

Roommate needed lor Summer 2 bedroom
apt $iOO/mo. own room Cel Den 354-8482
for into.

"BOUKSOUKHAPPY BELATEO By one day B. DAY WISH
Hay Sue.
Sorry I didn't have your Birthday wisn put in
yesterday But you know what they say. "Batter late by " 1" day then never to be put in the
BG News"' Ha* Ha' That la my quota of the day
to you Get lt> QUOTE OF THE DAY'" C ya
Hop* you had a good one1 PEEZ-OUTt
ZPBZPBZPBZPBZPB

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK summei travel
FREE Air couriers needed and crmseship K*S
Cal 1-805 682-7555 ext F 1658

Great

For summer-tal co-ope and others - Great deal
for sublease m Spring '92 For info cal Keith al
3545782

YOU a/o invited'
(il you know Sieve A Jerad)
because we're having a party
Tomorrow Night
at TromaviUe

CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE A* couriers needed and cruiseship robs
Cell 1 805 682 7555 Ext F 1658

Lifeguards, registration clerks, etc Cal now'
1-800-344-9644 JeBystone Camp Resort 10
mms from Sea World Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
living accomodations available )
WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT
WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO
FOR LIST SEND $9 99 TO
MAMENTERPRISES
PO BOX 252 CAREY OHIO 43316

■*»=

Alpha Chi Omega
Red Carnation Formal
Carolyn Jakmides and Dallas Black

Laurie Kerzan and Bill Border

Laurie Kochn and Chris Pohl

Joan Ashcraft and John Ballard

Heather Harruff and Tyler Chafey

Nicole Beckwiih and Christopher Montello
:•■'■:

Would you like to reach your potentiar? Would
you Wee to get paid wel lor a |ob wel done? EBSCO Telephone Service is now looking lor International Telemarketing Representatives We
welcome undergraduates and graduates to become a part ol our success story We otter tie.
ible scheduling tor weekend and evening work
Guaranteed hourly wages and generous commissions while learning a marketable ski Internships and Co-ops available 113 N Main St
next to David's Del

FOR SALE

Kelley Fox and Eric Finn*

Allison Carnahart and Brian Harootyan

Lauren Turk-'and Kevin Miller

Wendy Gradwohl and Kevto: Kerrigan

Jennifer Ryder and Jason Hclrnbrecht

Jeannle Kelly and Brian Scha<«

Linda Pfeil and Kevin Callahan

fit-.

Joyce Jenkins and Patem

..

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your
area now Cal 1 605 682 7555 Ext C 2804

85 Honda Night Hawk 450 3.700 miles, like
new Call 352 6496

SOFA BED FOR SALE GOOO CONDITION
$30 00
CALL 352 3931

1984 Grand Prix Brougham Excel cond . low
mass, V8. Michelm tires, asking $14,250
352-3224

Supersingie waterbed Comfortable Price Negotiable Call Lisa 353 9721

1985 Tempo Gl. 84K and 2-door. AC.
$2.000 Call 372 3442

Tascam Ports 05 4 Track Recorder (Home recording studio) $300 Yamaha Drum Machine
$200 (negotiable) 352-5603 Must sell

1988 Lincoln Continental Loaded, power
windows, locks, cruise control. AC. stereo
Best offer Cal Mike 354-7575
2 IBM PC computers
Priced to self
Cal Ken Cust at 352-1520
Beater cer for sale Doesn't look great, but it
runs If don't sell by graduation, will funk it New
brakes, stereo, good hres 352-4687 Leave a
message
Custom double L loft Best off er 2 1064
Double loft lor sale Homemade wood loft Fire
retardant Please contact Kefli it interested at
372-5639 Leavu message1"
EARTH DAY T-SHIRTS are avaiabie L and XL
white with logo on front and back Cash and
checks accepted in room 124 Hayes HaH Al
shirts $9 00
Electronic Royal TQ720 typewriter with
50.000 word electronic dictionary, automatic
underline, express backspace, cassette ribbon,
kft-olt tape, hke new condition $150 00 Call
372-203/

.-■'•'■

f
I

Tiffany Mondlllo and gift. MoiriS
Kimberly Waltzerberg and BUI. Lehman ./

1 or 2 people needed to sublet house on
Clough St lor summer 1991 Close to campus
$l31/mo Cal352-8420
2 BDRM APTS-FURN ft UNFURN
Near Hamsman Free heat ft cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel [across trow Hiirs^mani

FOR SALE Computer Stand, couch, crossbow. DH Skis, file cabinet, pots pans, etc Call
354 6469
FURNITURE FOR SALE' CHEAP' Matching
couch, sofa. & chair $150 00. Twin boxspnng
4 mattress $25. table $15. set of dressers
$30. Need to sell1 Wil negotiate1 Cal
353 6665

5 bedroom house, great location - first house
behind Mark's Sublease lor summer Negotiable 354-5680

Honda Helix
655-3893

250

cc

Like

IBM Correcting Seiectric
3536692

new

507 E. MERRY

Phone

very nice

Cal

IBM PC S Epson pnnter
$500 00 or best offer
Cal Kirk 354-5382
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Spring Sale 20% off
Call Katie 372-5881
Men's Me 12 speed skates Ridel boot.
zinger wheels Make otter Custom built lott storage compartments tits any size couch
underneath $60 00 372-4644
MUST SELL
4 Sansui speakers Excel condition. 2 max input power 200w. 2 m i p 80 W Al 4 ol them
tor $250 Can also be sold separately in two
pairs Cal 354-574 1. ask tor Nick
Need to fly home to COLORADO May 10th?
Buy my airline ticket cheap For more into cal
Diane 354-5433

2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
Very close to campus
FREE water and sewer
9 1 /2 month or year leases
Private park»ng
Laundry facilities
See the professional management teem
at
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office:
321 S. Main 352-5620

704 5th St
2 bedroom, completely turn
Microwave. AC ft laundry tacil
2.3. 4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9 • 9. local owner

Jenn Olson and Atam Burton

Hillary Swartzend and Chuck Reed

Diana McTaggart and David Burch

Valerie Masterson and Eric Traxler

Teri Sementelli and Matt Hamulak

Jennifer Martin and Keith Lucas

Kelley Hathaway and Eric Roush

Kelley Smith and Brian Hogan

Amy Altomomdo and Danny Digjannantani

Stacey Hall and Lee Van Syckle

Missy Lieber and Joe Danko

Jill Brown and Bill Germond

Jennifer Munn and Paul Reider

April 20th, 1991
Lima, Ohio
Hmm^m*immmmmm*—*mm—mm*

M
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Have a group ol 37
Why pay lor 4'
Ask about our special
rates lor 3 people'
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
328 S Mam. 352 5620

HAVEN'T FOUND
THAT "RtOHT"
PLACE YET7
Check out RE Management
We have etf . 1 a 2
bdrm units
avail for Fa) 1991
Bring in thie ad i get
1100.00 off
your lirst mos rent on
any new fall lease signed
between 4/16/91 a 4/30/91
one coupon per lease
RE. MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD ST.
352-0302
Large 2 bedrm house for summer sublease S
Main, cheap rent util included CaH 354-7283 •
leave message
Large efficiency close to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt C $285 mo . 12 mo lease CaH
Catta 1-433-4474
Long and Asaociataa
Rates Reduced
Efficiency
251 S Prospect Apt D
Landlord pays gas A util S275/mo
Call 353-7074
Need an apt lor summer or law?
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS '
Furnished or unfurnished spts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 354-2280 or 319 E Wooster
(across Irom Taco Bed)
to pick up our listing & speak
with our friendly staff
NEEDED: 14 people lo sublease 2 bdrm apt
during summer Great location Price very negotiable Call 352 3913. ask lor Otis or Blake
Needed Sublessors
Lrg apt w low utilities Parnaly lurmsh. patio a
backyard Two blocks from campus, rent neg.
ClI Jim or Mall 354 6677
One A Two BR lum apts 9 & 12 mo. and aummer leases avail S $ V Rentals 500 Lehman
[next to bus station) 352-7454
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 a 2 bedroom available
Good rates Call 353-7600 alter 5 00pm
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St
now open
SUNDAYS 10-2
tor your convenience
For more info on Fall and Summer rentals Cal
352-9302

SUMMER RENTALS very close lo cempue Apt
& Houses
Inexpensive
Carty Rentals
352-7365
SUMMER SPECIAL
St Thomas More has housing available for only
$30 a was*. Cal 352-6232
Two bedroom furniahed apartment free HBO
Newtove Rentals 352 5620. 724 6th St
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 a 2 Bdrm Apts - 12 month leases
Call 352-01 «4
Village Green Apartments
Now renting lor summer only.
Cal attar 1 1 OOam • 354 3533

UniGrciphics
211 West Hall
372-7418

jjlen Morse and Tom Patterson

Joanna Gerhardstein and Dave Thompson

D a Q Rentals
NICEST APTS in BO
4 units left 850 Scott Hamflon
2 blks from campus Modern, furnished. 2 BR
units, new carpeting laundry teed , AC. reserved parking Max 4 pars/unit No pets 9 mo.
lease $650 00. mo
12 mo
lease
$595 00 mo
Phone 287 4255 or
287-3233

STOP!
Why rent an apartment when
you can rent a contemporary
TOWNHOUSE
starting at I3SS
Heat included
353-7715
The all new VARSITY SQUARE

Carty Rentals • 2 bdrm apts for 2,3,4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms avail Very near campus New Rates Available!
Cal 3530325

Sheri iHoUrey and Jeff Mealy

JulieVShaur arid Todd Panella
u

D a O RENTALS Cloae to Campus
234 1/2 S College 2 BR upper rear apt
Newly remodeled kitchen. Stove a retng Max
occupancy 2 people Plenty ol parking No
pels Available May 1991
12 mo lease
$395 00/mo Ph 287 4255 or 267 3233

A Large 2 bdrm (urn duplex with own yard A
central a* for Summer sublease New carpet
$106 25 per month Cal anytime 354-7587

NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
321 South Main, 3525620

JuirCCook and Rick Pitingolo

kaieriGisrtz and Brian Moore

Cute 1 bdrm apt close to campus 443 N Enterprise Apt A $340 mo 12 mo lease Cat
Carlaat 1 433-4474

Ready to settle down in quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfum heat a AC
pax) 352-3445

Apts . Duplexes and
Houses available
lor Summer and Fal
Professional management

'

« ,'

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING!
Summer Apts
at
Super Rales'
BE MANAGEMENT
1 13 Railroad
352-1102

A few good tennants needed
Mt Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Call Gary at 353-7934

Apartment through summer, no deposit Move
m now. 352-7070

OBJECTIVE:

To provide quality, professional
resume service to the University
community at a reasonable price.
plus a $2.00 discount.'

PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to take typewritten copy or
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type
resumes available in Bowling Green.
Currently support MSWord, MacWrile,
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk
conversion possible.

"ManviHe Bar and Grill"
Attention - 149 Manviae needs one female subleaser lor Summer 1991 Great location and a
fun house CHEAP' Call 354-6831 anytime.

PROOFER
KNEADED
* • •

UniGrophics
is in need of a proofreader
for Fall Semester 1991.
Applicants must have at
least a 3.0 GPA and a

REFERENCES:

K

1 or 2 people needed to sublet house lor fal
91 spnng '92 1024 E Wooster $1200 per
semester Cal Kris 372-1692 leave a mesMO*

4 bedroom ft 2 bedroom house
Located between campus ft downtown near*
CourtHouse Available this summer, fal ft
spnng Call 823-5551

Bev Barille and Rick Mysyk

Amy Berry and Rick Mount

H

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished apts available for
'all Close to campus and downtown Utilities
included in rent starling al $440 Limit ol 2 per
apartment Cal 353-6982 and leave message

3 bedroom house for rent. 3 person 12 month
lease Available August 352-7454

•Jerinifer Conochalla and Mitch Metzger

Jane Vargo and John Corrau
Wendy Smlthers and Jeff Sewioii .

w

FOR RENT

FOR SALE 1/3 carat round diamond sottaire
14 carat gold Apraisal value $800 00 Need to
St Kathy. 2-3834

i

w

We're graduating" Garage Sale Couches, tables, lamps, waterbed. loft, and al kinds ol
groovy things to lurmsh your pad Friday 19th
and Saturday 20th 710 Elm Street

'■j.ljwrl Scaduto and Brent Cowgill

Nikki Fike and H. T Williams

I

Prince Tennis racquet $100 00
Stereo amp A preamp $365 00
Portable Bose speakers $ 150 00
Adjustable desk cha* $ 65 00
Cal 352 3329

Amy Lifer and Toby Larned

Lisa Everhart and Matt

i

Perryaburg Township - Ridgewood Condomm■urns open 1-5 Sunday April 21. 28776 Oregon Road B-14 Futy decorated, excelent
move-m condition. 2 bedrooms, large living
room a master bdrm. carport, modern kitchen
with all appliances Nice landscaped ground
$37,900 Cel 874-8563 Evenings and
week onus

79 Ford pickup truck Only 63.000 mess
$1100 or best oiler Large vmyt couch Good
cond $25 Rectiner • good cond $25 Cal
Dave at 353-5496

• Amy McCue and FJob Dudley

Julie Elliot and Jason Wright

Pageant gown melalic blue with silver Brand
new NEVER WORN" Size 6/8 Cal Karin
p leave message at 354-66340

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4 wheelers,
motorhomes. by FBI IRS. DEA Avaiabie m
your area now Cal 1 805 682-7555 Ext
C-2804

74 Yamaha needs work Call 352 1629

"l

Joni Kreinbrlnk and Jon Srierholt

Kim Kappel and Brian Mullholand

Waitresses Needed • part time Days. Evenings.
a Weekends Apply between 2 4 Mon thru Frr
Elks Club 200 Campbell HHI Rd

Your well-above-average roommate
who has already had one done here.

letter of recommendation
Irom an English, Technical
Writing, or Journalism
professor. Apply at Student

• Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount.
Offer expires August 10.1991.

Employment, 460 Student
Services Building.
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INSIDE
SIDER
Yeah, you're right. There ha*
been something in the air lately.
It'i that Itchy kind of spring feeling, one that fills you with restlessness and the need for violent
self-expression. So you know
what this means, teenbeati. IT'S
TIME FOR ANOTHER LOCAL
MUSIC ISSUE!
This time our catch phrase Is
Sfone Groove, Baby and we're
shining the sonic spotlight on a
quartet of local house rockers.
Frank Esposito and Morrella
Raleigh chill with Random Soul
on page four. That Esposito goon
drives with Jericho Turnpike on
page five, with Tim Funk taking
care of the sordid details. Emily
Vosburg cruises with Trip 20 on
page seven. And Morrella Raleigh
returns to get animalistic with
Armadillo on page seven.
We've also got a bonus treat In
this rock roundup thanks to Chris
Miller who has authored an Indepth look at the pinnacles and
pitfalls of the rock experience In
Bowling Green. Chris' story Isn't
all sweetness and light, but he

long-awaited feature on Robin
the Boy Wonder. Patience is a
virtue, Tim.
The movie's over, it's 4 a.m.,
and we're in trouble deep.
The Editors.

just calls It as he sees It. He digs
In on page five.
More.
J J. Thompson earns her keep
on page three with a look at the
Undergraduate Art Exhibit and
her first ever rock-n-roll article.
Welcome to the big time, Jota.
And last, but certainly not
least, Tim Funk purges his soul of
a pop culture demon with his

COVER PHOTO CREDITS - Random Soul photo by Juliet
Boltng, Jericho Turplke photo by
April Clark, Trip 20 photo by Jeff
Radcliffe, and Armadillo photo
by Peter Allen. Thanx folks.

Mf.

IVANfe.
,

B&LY

Readers are invited lo write to The Insider magazine at
210 West Hall, Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Oh. 43403 to teU ui off or pat ui on tha back
(whatever tha situation merits).
Anyone interested in working for Ths Insider as a writer,
artist, or photographer should call 372-6967.

Go #jgap...
R&b rr'.

Fktoi AiM'f 10 >"

Submiaaioni of short fiction (five typewritten page*
maximum nnlaaa other arrangements are made) are
encouraged.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions for
publication. Unless arrangements are made by tha author
to have the malarial returned, all submissions become tha
property of The Insider.

Copyright 19». The BC New

DANGER BRAIN :Its really no surprise
IMA BREAK IT DOWN AND
TELL A STORY...
PUMP IT UP, PUMP IT UP.
PUMP IT UP AGAIN
AND ASSORTED OTHER HIP
RAP CATCH PHRASES
KIDS WILL BE KIDS. THIS IS
BG
JESUS. LEND US YOUR
STRENGTH
i|!!!

Confusion reigned supreme In
my mind last weekend as a fight
broke out during Random Soul's
first set at Good Tymes. I wasn't
surprised that a mostly male college crowd turned to violence
when filled with alcohol. That's
practically a given. The thing on
this night was that they were trying to slamdance (the suburban
way - no boots, no head butts) to
a song that was mid-tempo al
best!
Like I said. I was surprised. But
I'd be lyln' If I said this was the
first time I'd witnessed this bizarre ritual. It's gotta be something chemical that happens
when white males hear the word
"progressive" used In association

with any guitar louder than the
one on Kool a The Gang's "Celebration." They begin to relive the
skatepunk dreams of their youth,
remembering that Vision Street
Wear t-shlrt they never bought
and all those Black Flag albums
they forgot to dub. They throw
themselves Into each other like a
tribe of drunk Greg Lougalnls
wanna-bes until somebody's
Midwestern male ego naturally
flares up and the fists start aflyln'.

types and restore the "bad boy"
Image to a party that desperately

Elbow
to the

Face

It's cultural confusion, plain
and simple. You could argue that
that's what America's based on
when you get right down to it, but
Frank Esposito
ya still gotta shake your head and
wonder about these things now
and then.
needs some sort of Image to mold
11111
Itself Into. Temporary redempCongrats to Alex Teodoslo.
tion Is theirs...at least In Bowling
Chris Redfern, and all the other
Green.
Democrat party reptiles who got
Go Dem boys, go Dem boys, go.
Illll
busted by BG Vice at Teodoslo's
The non-alcoholic student
College Democrat bash last Saturday. In one evening of drunken party planned by city officials for
revelrle, they succeeded In over- April 25 Is shaping up to be a saturning a good seven years of
crificial lamb. There's Just no
Democrat pansy-llbcral stereoway of removing alcohol from

the college experience. It's part of
this whole crazy American "rites
of passage" thing. Some massive
doses of reality (other than alltoo-real police oppression) would
do city officials a world of good.
Another pothole Is filled In on
the Road to Hell.
Illll
Things You Learn In Your
Postmodern America Class i The
lesson learned from that message
some postmodern lunatic/genius
flashed on the Times Square billboard stays with me through the
night — ABUSE OF POWER
COMES AS NO SURPRISE.
Mill
This whole Desert Storm Home
Video business has me feel In'
klnda uneasy. It's not Just the
shameless patriotlsm-for-proflt
game that's buggln' me (right
now), It's the condensing of history Into mlnlscule video bits.
This war lasted less than two
month* and It's battling Teenage
Mutant Nlnja Turtles for market
dominance. I guess I never realized we were this desperate to
forget Vietnam.

I have to admit that Branford
Marsalls' performance of the
national anthem at the Cleveland
Indians' home opener on Tuesday was a lump-ln-the-throat
moment. Although it lacked all
the garish excess of Whitney
Houston's bashing of the grand
old tune at the Super Bowl. It was
ten times as effective. It was also
heartening to see members of the
military fidgeting nervously before going on to the field to hold
up a huge U.S. flag during Marsalls' musical testimony. It wss
patriotism underscored with a
sense of self-awareness and Introspection. This kind of patriotIsm has been noticeably absent
since Desert Storm became a
promoter's dream. Or since the
first Rambo movie came out.
Take your pick.

Frank Esposito Is a Junior English major from Warren. Ohio,
and editor orThe Insider. He
agrees with recent media rumors
which claim that his fellow Insider columnist. Matt Chlqulta"
Daneman. Is a tool of the devil.
111 ii • uaVtMammmtawmmm Femrtkel

Harvest is pretty in Pink
Friday and Saturday night at the
Easy street Cafe.

by J.J. Thompson
assistant editor

A Pink Floyd tribute guaranteed to make local fans hit a
state of Utopian rapture will rock
the BG music scene this weekend.
Harvest, a Cleveland-based
tribute band featuring guitarist
Jim Tlguc. keyboardist Mike Hosktns, bassist Eric Soslnskl and
drummer Vlnce Broncocdo. will
perform Its Pink Floyd Revue

The band — which features a
variety of Floyd music — decided
four years ago to do a Pink Floyd
Revue. The Idea came when the
group added two members to the
band and discovered they could
easily peform strong renditions
of Pink Floyd music.
The group's name Is proof of Its
love of and dedication to Floyd
music —Harvest was the name of
Floyd's original record label.
In addition to Its Pink Floyd

Revue, the band has also built a
reputation for Its mixture of classic rock — which Includes music
by Steely Dan, Led Zeppelin and
Jethro Tull — from Its perfomances In Ohio and parts of Pennsylvania and Kentucky.
Although the band focuses on
Pink Floyd and other classic rock
pieces, the group does not plan to
perform the songs of ancient rock
gods forever. Harvest has
released a cassette containing
several original songs and Is trying to Increase Its musical following.

Undergrads strut art stuff
by J.J. Thompson
osstsiont editor

The 40th Annual Undergraduate Student Art Exhibit Is underway at the University's School of
Art Gallery, with 269 art works
featuring a wide media range on
display.
The gallery art works were selected during March and April by

exhibit Judges from over 800 entries. The exhibition categories
Included ceramics, computer
graphics, drawing, video, and
several other categories.
Awards given to winning entrants Included prizes, purchase
awards and special recognition.
According to Jaquellne Nathan,
exhibition program director,
several entries are available for
purchase and some have already
been sold.
"I think It's a wonderful show

this year." she said. "Over 10
percent of the works In the show
have sold."
Nathan also said the more traditional media such as painting,
water color and photography
were highly competitive this
year.
The exhibition Is open through
May 2. The School of Art gallery
Is open Monday-Friday from 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. and on Sundays
from 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

9<2% S<8 J\7rui8: four source for campus neuisi
WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?

The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program

FRH. ANONYMOUS

(ECAP) Presents

ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEOICAl COLLEGE

CRUCIAL ROOTS

HOSPITAL

Journal/Symposium:

381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

"Social Change and the Cultural Arts."
Amani Room, BGSU
April 20. 1991
10am-5pm
Speakers and Performances

INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

245-1701

Ask for testing tlmas
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DR. DAVE GETS SMALLIt's
the Incredible Shrinking Quiz
ers 7. "Let It Whip" (What's with
Ohloans and whips anyway?) 8.
"Written Ail Over Your Face" 9.
Joe Walsh 10. "Welcome to the
Boomtown"
At "Dr. Dave's Incredible ColTo enter this week, send your
lege of Musical Knowledge." we
name, address, phone number,
note that only a few weeks reand 1991 World Series picks to
main in the semester. Students
"Dr. Dave's Quiz." c/o 214 West
are desperately attempting to
Hall or drop It In the wooden box
lunge for the next higher letter
In 210 West Hall before 8 am..
grade; teachers are Increasing as- Wed. April 24, 1991.
signments to counterract the 'IUttle by little, this semester Is
Wanna-Go-Outslde' Blues of the
drawing to a close. So. let's get
classes; the weather toys with us tiny and take an Itty bitty peak at
dally by shifting from sun to hall
some small stuff:
to clouds to heat to rain; and, the
Freshman level-One point
thoughts of BBQ-Ing every dinner each.
from now 'til September ease the
1. Who hit the charts with
mind.
"Every Little Thing She Does Is
Nurse Schmidt, who can play
Magic"?
Upwords with the best of 'em, In2. Who hit the Top 10 In 1989
forms that this week's winner Is
with "Every Little Step"?
Steve Rudln, whose depletion of
Sophomore level-Two points
her was eerily close. Here are the each.
answers to last week's Ohio quiz:
3. Name any one of the 13 Top
1. Eric Carmen 2. Tracy Chap40 hits by the Little River Band.
man 3. "Whip It" 4. "My Town"
(NOTE Can be from before
or "He Cant Love You" 5. LeVert 1980).
6. "Brass In Pocket". "Back on
4. What "Hit Me with Your Best
the Chain Gang "or any of 4 oth■ Sec Dr.Date, page 8.
by Dave lajklnd

Incredible College of Musical Knowledge

Congratulations to my daughters
the new "neos" of Zeta Phi Beta.
Soror Kim Dove, Artisa Gallagher,
Dawn Hines, and Sue Rogers.

Happy Belated Anniversary to
my Sands and Sorors: Kim,

Shelley, Alexis, Rhonda, Meka, and
Kendra.
Good Luck Kim Dove with the Ms.
Bronze Pageant.
Zeta Love, Soror Rachelle.

Presents:

Come Live with Us!
Summer & Fall
Preferred Properties

Comedy
Night

8th & High
Bowling Green, Ohio
Fox Run
Mini Mall
Haven House Manor
Small Bldgs.
Piedmont
Frontier Housing
Blrchwood Place
Houses
Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
M-F 9:00-4:30

April 20. 1991
Hi. Ht
Hi. H.
Hn

HI.,

gh Away
Your Troubles

. .

Top
Comedians
^om T°,ed° fc
Comedy Club j

RANDOM SOUL

Friday, April 19, 1991

GO WITH SOUL

Random Soul shows no fear in merging diverse styles
by Frank Esposrlo and Monella
Raleigh

"We're not afraid of the word
funk.-"
This declaration comes from
Jason Hill, frontman for Random
Soul, a local quartet who have
been making a habit of rocking
N W Ohio since their Inception In
August 1990.
Funk Is undoubtedly an Important part of the Random Soul
sound, but such diverse styles as
punk, blues, and "straightforward rock-n-roll" also surface In
the band's mix. Such tunes as
"Forever Is A Day" and "Down
Ashley's Alley" spotlight this
merging of styles, brewing funk
grooves, punk acceleration and
pop songcraft Into a heady elixir
And there's no doubt that this
musical cross-breeding moves
the crowd, as the sweaty throngs
at RS shows will attest.
The RS lineup Is rounded out
by Anthony Makes on guitar,
John Penka on bass, and Tom
Huesman on drums. HID, a 1990

University graduate, Is also still
Involved with This Year's Fad. a
local acoustic combo. Both
Hakes, a University senior and
Penka were members of Braille
Radio, a now-defunct local rock
outfit who were also known for
their eclectic sound. While with
Braille Radio. Makes made a
name for himself as one of the
area's finer guitarists.
"1 felt there was a lot of pressure on me when It came to starting a new band," Makes said.
"People were expecting a lot. It
really motivated me."
"When Braille Radio came to
an end, me and Anthony wanted
to start something new up,"
Penka said.
Hill was thinking along the
same lines and when Huesman
moved back to BG from Cincinnati, where he had played In
several R&B bands, the roster
was complete.
Each member of Random Soul
brings their own musical background to add to the band's cohesive sound.
"I like a funky backbeat. but
one with melodies," Hill, who
was sporting a black Metalllca

"HEART STOPPING
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE...
ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST?
-Mktari MrfM. SNEAK PRFVIEWS

"INSPIRATIONAL A FEEL GOOD MOVIEj
A FINE EXCITING FILMT
■li.imr Friurtta. I s St«.»/IM

t-shlrt, said.
"Some bands are afraid of being described as funky because a
lot of bands are being described
that way now," he added.
"We're kind of a groove blues
explosion, with an acoustic, melodic touch," Makes said.
"I come from a big R&B background," Huesman commented,
"So It's a different kind of funk."
Hill cited Royal Crescent Mob
and the Replacements as a couple
of bands who RS look to for musical Inspiration. Makes added the
the Beatles were also a big Influence.
Random Soul has recently
made an attempt to capture their
sonic attack In the studio, laying
down some tracks at Detroit's
White Room studios. They hope
InsklW/Jim Cummer
to be able to release a CD by AuSOUL BOYS Random Soul ■ Anthony Makes (front). Tom Huesman. teson
gust 1991. The release win feaMB. John Penka (back, left to right) - (a/res a break from a powerhouse
ture ten to twelve originals (seven of which are already recorded) gig at Good Tymes In downtown BG.
and will be distributed to various
thanks to the aerobic antics
record labels nationwide. RanHUI also praised the Good
Tymes Pub In downtown BG,
which Makes. HUI. and Penka dedom Soul's friendship with Dewhich has provided BG with an
troit's Second Self, who are
light In.
outlet for original bands.
"People are actually out there
signed to EMI Records, Introdancing the first time they see
duced them to Al Sutton. who Is
"Good Tymes Is the greatest
thing for our kind of music." he
us." Huesman said.
producing the release.
Although the band has played
said.
Random Soul's current goals
gigs In Colombus, Cincinnati,
"The local scene Is really imInclude polishing up their origiAnn Arbor, and other locales,
proving," Makes said. "The
nal material and playing out of
they say they get the best rebands are getting along bettown more.
sponse right here In BG.
ter...Everybody's helping each
"I can easily see us signed to a
"BG Is a great place to start,"
other out."
minor label within a year." HUT
Random Soul's live energy
HUI said, "BG seems to have more
said.
bands than a lot of other areas."
often rubs off on their crowds.
Judging from their enthusiasm
and the pumped-up crowds that
they draw, there seems to be
nothing that can disturb Random
Soul's groove.

STUDENT TRAINING
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE

SKYDIVING
CLEVELAND
PARACHUTE
CENTER

HUT summed up their situation
best

15199 Grove Rd.
216-548-4511

Garrettsvilte, Ohio
44231

"We're growing." he
said We're explosive."

^352-0796>

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$2.00 Fare
Brave young men who rode on the wings of victory.

THIS WEEKEND ONLY!

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

For Elderly (65+)/
Ha/rticapped Persons
Trams MsntfcsMn Cart RsqurxT

Children

UNOCR 4 YDS OH UNOOI40 LSS.

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.
UM mist rid* r> Chid Rmaml

pmM
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whs+Jchalr Accssi 4 Group Sealing Atallabto
'Transit Identification Card* AVttots At Grants Administrators Office By Appt Only.

Call 354-6203 For More Information

Friday, April 19 and Saturday, April 20

SERVICE PROVKKIt

MCHAWMHos
-Ramos Tajd"

8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m.. and Midnight
21Q MSC

$1.00 Fare

B^^^^-^^^^^

#
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OrwCwmwilo/
How Many Persons
Ttmpcnum
Win Be Riding
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So you wanna be a
rock-n-roll star?

Fridoy. April 19. 1991

An inside look at the ups and downs of the BG scene
by Christopher Milter
contributing writer

So you've been playing the six
string for a couple of years,
picked It up In high school or
maybe your freshman year at the
University, and now you've gotten It together with some people
who share your desire to change
the face of contemporary music
forever. Or maybe you just want
to make some extra money for
books and have a good time.
Whatever the calling, you're
bound and determined to find a
public forum to express your art
or earn beer money.
According to local bar owners,
your chances of landing a gig are
pretty good. Of course, what you
play and how well you play It has
something to do with your
chances of success, or even exposure, here In the Black Swamp.
"There's a lot of great talent In
this town," said Howard's Club H
manager John DeSmlth.
While Howard's caters prlmar-

Uy lo traditional rock and roll and
blues, other types of music have
been known to shake the walls of
Club H. Big Hunk 0 Cheese,
Phantom Circus, and Black Minds
of Music are among some of the
local' non-traditional" acts that
have played Howard's.
"We try to give everybody a
taste of something different,"
DeSmlth said. However, he added that not all the gigs work out.
"I gave of lot of (local bands) a
chance and they screwed me. A
lot of them didn't and they've
been great, but I've become less
trusting." DeSmlth said.
In a town of Bowling Green's
size, having a rep for reliability
can be as Important as musicianship.
"I've had a problem with booking," Vic Plrooz, owner of Easystreet Cafe on Main Street In
downtown BG, said. "If I book
(local bands) five months In advance, are they still going to be
together?"
Plrooz also noted the lack of
variety among the local groups as
one reason why Easystreet tends

TOUCH CROWD i BG rock hopeful' """I win over a diverse crowd
to book many out-of-town bands.
"Where are you gonna find a
blues band or a Jazz band In
Bowling Green? asked Plrooz,
whose weekly entertainment Includes Monday night Jazz and
blues on Wednesdays.
"We try to bring a variety of
music," said Plrooz. who has
managed to bring such acts as
blues guitar great Tlnsley Ellis to
Easystreet. Ellis has been likened
to blues axe masters Johnny Winter and the late Stevle Ray
Vaughn.
"I Just wanted people to see
(Ellis) and have a good time." Plrooz said of the Ellis appear-

.
-'
%c

INFINITY SPINMASTERS . These are the guys In Jericho Turnpike ■ (I lo r) Nik Sormaz'
Jim liorlson. Hike Allen, and Tom Hayes. Dave Bromeler Is drumming somewhere In
back. TeD your friend*.

ance "Anywhere else you would
have paid ten dollars to see him
play. I had him here for three."
While the opportunity for University students to see talent on a
national level Is Indeed enticing,
where does this leave struggling
local acts?
"All the other bars In town are
booking cover bands and blues
bands. We're trying to hit a scene
that really hasn't been tapped,"
Bob Goldstlne, former manager
In charge of booking at Good
Tymes. said.
Good Tymes, formerly the
Underground. Slammer's. Yuppl's, the Broken Boot, and. for

Insider/Apr I Dork

those of you who've been here
longer than you care to admit.
Hank's Place, has acquired a reputation as an oasis of opportunity
for up and coming local musicians.
"There aren't many places
around for progressive music,"
Goldstlne said, adding that he
hated the label "progressive".
Indeed, anyone who has ever
heard the likes of local Jam masters Vambo Marble Eye. Jericho
Turnpike, Phantom Circus, or Big
Hunk O'Cheese can attest to the
fact that the sounds laid down by
these bands Is anything but the
■ Sec l.ocal. page 8

Dark secrets of the Pike
by Tim Fur*
tontribulino wnle'
1 ■ Jericho Turnpike's
favorite plnhead Is Mike
flumm Bumm. a senior
English major. Is also the
band's official diehard
groupie
"I like to pretend I'm Mr.
Peabody when 111s te n to
Jericho Turnpike and lot the
music Just take me over."
Bumm testified, drooling.
2 JT guitarist Ntk Sormaz
U a practicing cubist.
3. The bend's domestic
habitat Ironically mirrors
the throbbing urgency of

their music. The house
which Sormaz and JT guitarist Tom Hayes share features a Move riddled with
bullet hole* and a deer's
head sporting lingerie.
amongst other postmodern
apocalyptic health hazards.
4. The official leisure
beverage of Jei :cho Turnpike Is Mickey s Big Mouth
Ale
S. Jericho Turnpike s
medU heaoVruarters Is located In the lobby of Rodgers Quadrangle.
6. Jericho Turnpike filters
their reality through the
eyea of ZippY the Clown

j Jericho Turnpike rocks the walls down
BG on the strength of a sound
which Is original and yet maddeningly familiar at the same
time. Their music Is an undergrade best friend.
Okay, first things first. If you
The JT lineup features Nik
like college radio In any way,
Sormaz and Tom Hayes on guitar.
shape, or form. Jericho TurnDave Bromeler on drums, Mike
pike's music will knock you out.
Allen on bass, and Jim Morrison
(yes, that's his real name) on voIt's that simple.
This local quintet forges a
cals. Sormaz, Hayes, and
Bromeler are all seniors at the
sound based on Interwoven
guitar lines, driving rhythms, and University while Allen attends
passionate vocals. All stereoKent State. The band has existed
types aside, the band's sound
In one form or another since
really does fit under the umbrella 1989 when they released Spinof "college music."
ning In Infinity, a six-song casBut who ever said that was
sette which has received airplay
such a bad thing?
from college radio stations across
Taking bits and pieces from
Ohio as well as In such exotic
sources such as REM, the Smiths, locales as New York and Oklaand Prefab Sprout. Jericho Turn-_ _ homa.
• ■'■ plk"e nis won a'large'fdiowfngTn
Pat rtarman"pl«Y*d gutfaVand"
by Frank EipotHo
editor

J

J

David Gedwlll drummed
onSplnnlng, with Hayes and
Bromeler Joining In mid-1990.
Spinning also saw extensive
chart action at the University's
WBGU-FM and the University of
Toledo's WXUT and was reviewed InAllernailve Press and
College Music Journal
"The band was going nowhere
until we made the tape," Sormaz
admitted.
The band tends to describe
their style In simple terms.
"The base of our music Is the
guitar parts between Nik and
Tom," Bromeler said. "Then the
rest of the band adds their own
touches."
Sormaz and Hayes offer a kind
of Mutt & Jeff one-two punch on
guitar. Upon appearances. It
_(
wouldn't seem th'aVthe pony^ *"

"A lot of our lyrics change with
tailed Sormaz and the bespectathe mood of the music." Sormaz
cled Hayes would form an effecsaid. "Jim's really Involved with
tive combo, but when those
a lot of Issues and that comes
guitar lines play sonic tag, apthrough In the lyrics."
pearances are thrown out the
Jericho Turnpike has taken
window. It works.
"We each do our own thing and their slx-strtng-drivcn sound to
venues In Toledo, Youngstown,
It all Just comes together," Sorand Cleveland, and they will
maz said.
The charismatic Morrison, who soon make their Cincinnati debut.
has a penchant for disrobing dur- The members of JT, who are all
from the Geveland area, agreed
ing the band's performances,
that their native land was the
handles most of the lyrical
most difficult to play.
chores. Infusing many of their
"Cleveland's tough becau >e
better tracks such as "The Apathlst" and "Wise Up" with a com- we're not really a local ban 1
there anymore." Sormaz said.
bination of activist optimism
("We've gotta wise up/Before we "We're klnda out of the Cleveland
tear this world apart" from "Wise scene since we're scattered all
Up") and real-life despair ("I used over the place now."
Despite the cool reception they
to care a lot about a lot of
,h.a,ve received In Browns Town. ,
things/Now I don't even try" .
Aaea-rheapaftlall
'.,, ,V
■llll<lllltliiH"» J

A superpop
expressway
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The long, winding road continues for Trip 20
by Emily S.Vosburg
Contributing writer

Four years Is a long time for the
same five guys to be In a band
together here In BG, but Trip 20
Just won't quit — and their persistence Is paying off.

TRIPPOT i Trip 20 - Michael Todd Smith. Michael Caufman. Michael Barker . and Kube
Not pictured: John Van Dyne-

Insider/Jeff Roddillc

Trip 20 started out In 1987
under the name Deep Six. The
band features Mike Barker on
drums, Mike Caufman on guitar,
"Kube" on keyboards, M. Todd
Smith on vocals, and John Van
Dyne on bass and guitars.

The group got Its start at high
school dances and fraternity parties, playing covers ranging from
the Cure, REM, the Doors, and
Led Zeppelin.
"We kind of built up a wlerd
following," said Caufman, who
described the band's sound as
"poppy alternative." This following earned Trip 20 Its first bar gig
at the Cypress In Toledo where
they ended up playing throughout the summer of 1988.
Winning the 1988 Toledo Talent Contest furthered their career, allowing them to record.
■ SceTrip20, page 7

Animal Funboys
Armadillo's youth movement hits NW Ohio
by Morrolla Raleigh
staff writer

A young and fresh new musical animal has been slowly burrowing Its way Into the local music scene since debuting at the
November 1990 Home Aid concert In the Northeast Commons.
Made up of one University student and two area high schoolers,
Armadillo has all of the power
and Intensity that any local band
needs to draw original music
fans.
"Our music Is Just kind of
guitar pop. It'sjangly." Universi-

ty freshman and bassist Brett
Lenart said.
Rounded out by Lenart's
brother Todd on drums and high
school chum Christian Brandt on
guitar, the Sylvanla, 0. trio has
been Influenced by REM, the
Smiths and fiREHOSE.
"We try to be melodic," Brett
Lenart said.
"But we still like to Jump
around," guitarist Brandt added.
Brett Lenart and Brandt write
the group's original tunes.
"We try to learn or write a couple of new songs for each show,"
Brandt said.
In order to gain airplay at the
University's WBGU-FM, the

group taped a few songs live at
the Good Tymes Pub and In their
basement practice area. "Cry for
You" and "Pretty" are among the
group's more popular tunes. Armadillo Is also known for covering fun favorites such as John
Cougar's'Jack and Diane" and
Van Morrison's "Brown (or blue
or green — "depending on who's
In the audience") Eyed Girl."
"I think our biggest asset Is that
we don't have two songs that
sound the same," Brandt said.
You won't find any stony
plates hindering the playing style
Insider/Peter All
of these boys. So, why the name
Armadillo busts a vicious groove. (I to r) Todd Lenart (obscured by
Armadillo?
■Sec Armsdlllo. page 7. cymbals), Christian Brandt, and Brett Lenart.
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Say Hey, class of '91,
in honor of Mr. Mays

Oflic* ol Public Relation! photo
Pictured above is one ol the 289 works by 114 student artists that are on display at the Undergraduate Student Art
Show In the gallery ol the Fine Arts Building The show is open through Thursday. May 2. Gallery hours are 9
a m 4 30pm weekdays and 2-5 p m onSundays

Anticipation for Beta 500 growswill the Sig Ep tradition continue?
Ladies, gentlemen, start your
engines1 Well, not exactly, but you
could go ahead and push your
carts It's Spring, and the Beta
500 is here once again
Scheduled tor Saturday. April
27. at 1 p.m., the Beta 500 is a
race in which participants from various Greek organization teams
push carts around the Union Oval,
and trom which all proceeds benefit the Ronald McDonald House in
Toledo A time-honored tradition
that delights Greeks and independents alike, the race is one ol
the last lew acknowledgements ol
the warmer weather and good
times ol the season before the
exam cram begins.
Approximately 30 teams will
take part in the race this year, and
the Betas are expecting the event
to be its usual success Extra precautions have been taken to insure salety lor both the participants and the spectators. The
stringent regulatory rules lor competing carts are being enlorced
more strictly than before, there will
be more tires around the corners
and a rope at the homestretch to
separate the fans and the racers.
In dddiliort. tf»-adve6fkerr£erffi_—I

program that is distributed on the
day of the race to raise money is
up to 56 pages, and a corporate
sponsor has already been secured
lor next year.
Beat Theta Pi member Sean
Samuels is this years Beta 500
chairperson, and the experience
has done nothing but helped him
with leadership and responsibility
"It's been a stressful kind ol
tun." Samuels said. "I've really
become quite absorbed in it; It's a
very overpowering leeling. I'm just
so excited!"
While the running ol the Beta is
a tradition on campus, there
seems to be another tradition regarding the race that is almost as
impressive This is the 28th run ol
the race, and Sigma Phi Epsilon
has won 22 of the last 27 races
Eric Isherwood is this year's Sig
Ep Beta team captain, and he (eels
just as strongly about the event as
any Beta could
Isherwood said that beginning in
the lirst week ol February each
year, the Sig Ep Beta 500 team
practices three days a week until
Spring Break time. After that, he
said, they practice with the cart

least partially responsible lor the
tradition of excellence that lives on
in the fraternity's trophy case
"Someone said, Winning isn't
everything.'" said Isherwood, "but
they probably weren't winning
We (Sigma Phi Epsilon) are very
competitive.. one of the reasons
we work so hard is because it's
expected."
He added that one of the benefits ol so much daily practice is
that when the race actually arrives, it is just like any other practice day
Another factor that might contribute to the Sig Eps success is
the nature ol their cart They've
used the same cart for several
years, and if has won most ol its
races. The cart was built by a
fraternity member's father, who
was employed by NASA The
team sent him the rules lor a regulation cart, and he built it according
to those requirements, with the
inevitable NASA advantage: the
cart is made out of airplane tubing,
so that it's surprisingly Hght and
consequently easier to push
So who will be the 1991 Beta
ftnn rhamninrvi?.
, ■■ ■

The BGSU Spring 1991 commencement exercises are only
two short weeks away, on Saturday. May 11.
Approximately 2,200 students
are expected to receive degrees
during the 10am ceremonies at
the stadium President Paul Olscamp will preside over the University's 210th graduation
Candidates for graduation are
expected to assemble lor the Processional at 9 30 a m. at the west
side of the stadium. Anyone participating in or attending the ceremonies is advised that the average
temperature in Bowling Green on
May 11 is 55-60 degrees, and
that the Stadium can be windy and
cold Commencement will be held
outside in the stadium rain or
shine, and tickets are not necessary for the event. Guests may enter the stadium starting at 9 a.m.
Proper commencement ragalia
is required for candidates, and
caps and gowns should be
ordered immediately, if not
already, through the University
Bookstore.
Willie Mays, who many baseball
writers claim was the greatest
player in the history of the game,
will deliver the commencement
address.
Today Mays is owner ol Willie
Mays Say Hey Inc., a public relations firm which serves numerous major corporations He is
also assistant to the president of
Bally's Park Place in Atlantic City
and has numerous real estate and
business investments around the
country.
Mays' successful post-baseball
career is the result ol his using his
off-seasons to study business,
preparing himsell lor the day when
he would retire Irom the game.
He has always enjoyed young
people and is the founder of the
Willie Mays Say Hey Foundation,
which works with underprivileged
children. He is also actively involved in charity work in both the
New York and San Francisco
areas
He is the author ol two books,
"Willie Mays: My Lite In and Out of
Baseball" and "Say Hey The Autobiography of Willie Mays." Mays
still keeps involved with baseball
as a special hitting coach lor the
San Francisco Giants
All baseball fans know of the
name Willie Mays The statistics
enaak Inr Ihemtalwar ??

seasons; 2.992 games, a 302
lifetime batting average; 3.283
hits. 660 career home runs (only
Babe Ruth and Henry Aaron hit
more); 24 All-Star game appear
ances; four times in the World Series; lour times the stolen base
champion; twice voted the Most
Valuable Player in the National
League; Rookie ol the Year in
1951; and elected to the Hall ol
Fame with one ol the highest approval ratings (94.6 percent) in
history
Baseball seems to have come
easy lor Mays, but making it in the
big leagues was anything but
easy. In 1948, at the age of 17.
he was playing professional baseball in the Negro League It was
only the year before that Jackie
Robinson broke baseball's color
barrier
Mays was signed by the then
New York Giants in 1950 and assigned to the Class B team, where
he proceeded to hit 353. The
Giants management, deciding that
the young outfielder needed
tougher competition, moved him
to its AAA affiliate, where he hit
.477.
By the next year, he was playing
center!ield in the Polo Grounds
and enduring racial slurs from both
lans and ballplayers. Under the
pressure, Mays' performance deteriorted But with the guidance ol
manager Leo Durocher, he collected himsell. helped the team to
the pennant and won Rookie ol
the Year honors.
Mays moved to San Francisco
with the team in 1958 and played
in Candlestick Park until 1971,
when he was traded to the New
York Mets. He played with the
Mets one season betore retiring
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9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show.
Runs through Thursday. May 2
9 a.m.-9 p.m.-Exhibit
Heritage and Mission: Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library
11 a.m. - Track
Men's and women's team at Ohio
Intercollegtates Oxford
Noon - Graduate Student
Luncheon
ft donation. Open to all. United
Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstln.

o>

12:15p.m.-Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstm
1 p.m. - Baseball
BGSU at Western Michigan
University Kalamazoo
1-3 p.m. - National Library Week
The Role ot the Academic Library
m Curriculum Retorm and
Information Literacy Development "
Presented by Or Patricia S.
Breivtk. Towson State University
Alumni Room. Union
2 p.m. - Softball
BGSUvs Miami University Softball
Field
3 p.m.-Tennis
Men's team at Ball Slate University
Muncie. Ind
3:30 p.m. - Tennis
Women s team vs Ball State
University
6 p.m. - B.Q. Gaming Society
Free and open to aH 222
Education
3:30 p.m. - Economics
Colloquium Series
Shortage. Repressed Inflation,
and Distorted Growth: A General
DiseQuilibrium Model for Centrally
Planned Economies " Or Gene H
Chang of the University of Toledo.
will speak Free and open to all
4000. Business Administration
7 p.m. - Roomate ot the Year
Contest
Sign-up at UAO Office, Union Free
and open to all Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Union
7:30 p.m. - Readings In the
Chapel
Jim Braziel and J L Haddaway wiH
read Prout Chapel
6 p.m. - Theatre Production
SeeSp m Thursday. April 18,
listing
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
Sky Stones Planetarium
8 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO
Movie
Memphis Belle " $ 1 50 with valid
BGSU studenlI D 210Mafh
Sciences
9 a.m.-1 p.m. - Spring Biathlon
Student Recreation Center
9 am -5 p.m. - Exhibit
Heritage and Mission. Jewish
Vienna ' Free and open to aH
Jerome Library

eg

9:30 a.m. - Conference: "Faraday
'91"
Speakers wst present the following
topics How Michael Faraday
Brought Law and Order to the West
End
Qualitative Skills in
Quantitative Thinking Faraday as a
Mathematical Philosopher
Chemistry and the Military. Davy.
Faraday and the Royal Society."
and "The Dynamics of Conceptual
Change in Science Faraday.
Maxwell and the Field " Speakers
will include Geoffrey Canton.
science historian from the
University of Leeds in England.
David Goodm. coordinator of the
Faraday Exhibit at the London
Science Museum. Frank A J L
James, professor at the Royal
institution of Great Britain, and
Nancy Nersessian. a science
philosopher at Princeton
University Each presentation will
last approximately one hour
Assembly Room. McFafl Center

10 a.m.-Noon - Symposium
Crucial Roots Journal Symposium.
Social Change and the Cultural
Arts Video presentations "Hals.
Handkerchiefs, and Fans The
African American Experiences at
Lima, Onto." and "Understanding
Each Other: Racial and Ethnic
Relations at Bowling Green State
University." Free and open to all
Sponsored by the Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program Amam Room

1 8,10a.m.-ChurchServices
Rl St John's Episcopal Church. 1509
P*jfl E booster
8,10a.m.t Noon-Church
j Services
St Aloysius Church. 150S
| Enterprise

12-2 p.m. - Symposium
Crucial Roots Journal Symposium
Social Change and the Cultural
Arts Refreshments There will be
hve performances music, theatre
and poetry readings The audience
is free to participate Free and open
to ail Sponsored by Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program AmaniRoom
1 p.m. -Softball
BGSUvs Miami University Softball
Field
1p.m.-Baseball
BGSU at Western Michigan
University Kalamazoo
1 p.m. - Tennis
Men's team at Western Michigan
University. Kalamazoo
1 p.m.-Tennis
Women s team vs Western
Michigan University
2-4 p.m - Symposium
Crucial Roots Journal Symposium
Social Change and the Cultural
Arts. Paper presentations Free
and open to all Sponsored by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
Amam Room
4-4:30 p.m. - Symposium
Crucial Roots Journal Symposium
Social Change and the Cultural
Arts The Black Minds of Music wiM
perform Free and open to all
Sponsored by the Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program Amam Room
6 p.m. - Art Exhibit Opening
Chaikmarksin the Rain "This
exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center
7:30 p.m.-Classic Film
Griffith and Gieh in "Broken
Blossoms " Gish Film Theater
7:30-10:30 p.m. - Ms. Bronze
1991
Admission is $8 at the door Open
to all Sponsored by Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity. Inc Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Union
8 p.m. - Theatre Production
"Bedroom Farce " Admission is $4
lor students and senior citizens. $6
for others Eva Mane Saint Theater
8 p.m. - Musical Crossroads
Series
Moloney. O'ConneH and Keane will
perform Tickets are S3 for
students and $5 for others Bryan
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center
8 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO
Movie
Memphis Belle $1 50 with valid
BGSU student I D 210Malh
Sciences
10:30-Dance
Free and open to aH who attend Ms
Bronze 1991 (See 7 30-1030
p.m listing) Eppier Gym

3 p.m. - Concert
A Cappella Choir and Collegiate
Chorale Free and open to all
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center.

8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315
S College (Sunday school at 9.45
am.)

10 a.m.-5 p.m. - Mud Volleyball
T-shirts and food will be sold Free
and open to all Sponsored by the
Undergraduate Alumni Association
Colege Park
11 a.m.-Track
Men's team at Ohio
IntercoUegiales Oxford

2-6 p.m.-Art Exhibit
"40th annual BGSU Undergraduate
Student Art Show " Free and open
to aH Gallery. Fine Arts

8:30 p.m. - Church Service
Faith Temple. 175 State Si

9,11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church.
1506E Wooster

C^

7 p.m. - Teacher Panel
Free and open to aH. Sponsored by
SC.E C 406Education

9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S.
Enterprise

7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
Sky Stones Planetarium

10 a.m. - Church Service
Prout Chapel

7:30 p.m.-Classic Film
Griffith and Gish m "A Romance of
Happy Valley " Gish Film Theater

10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040
Choral Rehearsal Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

8 p.m. - Bryan Chamber Series
Venti da Camera will perform. Free
and open to aH Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center

10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S
Church

9 a.m .-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show
GaHery. Fine Arts

10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m.-Church
Services
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstin.

9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Exhibit
"Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library.

10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
Dayspring Assembly of God,
17360N Dixie Highway

11 30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish 425
Thurstin

10:15 a.m. - Church Service
Christ Community Church. 123
Court SI.

4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due lor men's and women's
track and field Play begins April
23

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9:15
a m I

a

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agape Church ol Prayer United
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin
(Bible study at 9 30 am.)

10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church
Services
First Baptist Church 749 S
Winter garden

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875
Haskms (Sunday school at 930
am.)

10 p.m. - CD Players
It Happens to Everyone." Free
and open to aH Sponsored by
Residential Services and
PE O P L E. Committee Ma-n
Lounge, McDonald West
I

I 9 a.m.-4:30p.m. - Art Exhibit
E^ Undergraduate student art show
i*im Gallery. Fine Arts
9 a.m.-9 p.m.-Exhibit
Hentage and Mission. Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Faith Temple. 175 State SI.
(Sunday school at 10am )

11 p.m.-Lecture
"The Theatre of the Absurd and
After " Martin EssMn. author of The
Theatre of the AbsurdanOB/echl
The Man and His Work will speak
An open discussiorrwili follow the
lecture Free and open to aH
Sponsored by the Theatre
Department Joe E Brown Theatre.
University Hal

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of
God 17202 N Mercer (Sunday
school at9:30 a.m.)
11 a.m. - Church Service
Maumee Valley Unitarian
Universalist Congregation. SchaUer
Ha*. I30W Indiana, Perryaburg
(Religious education at 10 a m )
11 a.m. - Church Service
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205
Sandndge
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
New Horizon Pentecostal Church
of God 620 Second St (Sunday
school at 10a.m.)

6 p.m. - Students for Life
Faculty Lounge, Union
9 p.m. - Stressed
Relaxation exercises wiH be laughl.
Bring a friend and a pillow Free and
open to aH. Sponsored by the
Student WeHness Center and
Offenhauer Resident Advisors
Mam Lounge. Offenhauer.

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church.
200 N Summit (Sunday school at
9 15 am).

10:30 a.m.. 6:30 p.m.-Church
Services
Visage View Church of Christ 801
WestPoeRd

6:30 p.m. - Amnesty International
Free and open to all 306 Hanna

CM

1 p.m. - Baseball
BGSUvs the University ol Toledo
Steter Field
2 p.m. - Softball
BGSU vs the University of Toledo
SoftbaH Field
6 p.m. - United Karate System
BGSU Karate Club Open to ail
Gym. Eppier Center

11 a.m.-5 p.m. - Mud Volleyball
T-shirts and food w* be sold Free
and open to aH Sponsored by the
Undergraduate Alumni Association

7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian
Fellowship
Prout Chapel

College Park

7 p.m. - Active Chriatiant Today
Alumni Room, Union

1-9 p.m.-Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Free and open to aH
Jerome Library
2 p.m, - Theatre Production
"Bedroom Farce " Admission is $4
lor students and senior citizens, $6
for others Eva Marie Samt Theater

6 p.m. - Concert
The BGSU Brass Choir w« perform
Free and open to si. Kobacker Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center
I p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Sky Stones " Planetarium.

8-10p.m. -MovieNight
Sponsored by BBCA Amani
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Group
Free and open to aH 217 W
Washington St
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
United Christian Fellowship Center.
313 Thurstin
9 p.m. - College Democrats
110 Business Administration

9-11:30 a.m. - Advisement
For hearing impaired majors. 444
Education
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show
GaHery. Fine Arts
9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library
11 30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstin
11:30 s.m.-1 p.m. - Affirmative
Action Program
Video Discussion Series "Racism
101 " Free and open to aH Alumni
Suite. Union.
12:30 p.m. - Meditation Group
Open to all United Christian
Fellowship. 313 Thurstm
3 p.m.-Softball
BGSU at Michigan State University
3:30 p.m. - Seminar
"Advances in Visualization of
3 • Dimensional IntraceikAar
Structure " James Pawtey. ol the
Zoology Department at the
University of Wisconsin. wiH speak
Sponsored by the Department of
Biological Services 112 Life
Sciences
4 p.m. - Feminist Forum
"Native American Poets
(Re(Speaking Our Bodies "
Jeannie Ludtow wiH present this
program Sponsored by the
Women's Studies Department.
Faculty Lounge. Union
4 p.m. - intramural Deadline
Entries due for men's and women's
golf Play begins April 26 108
Student Recreation Center
7 p.m. - Church Service
Faith Temple. 175 State St
7 p.m. - Mid Wee* Prayer
First Baptist Church. 749 S.
Wintergarden
7 p.m. - Jewish Vienna Speaker
"Leo Fischol A Literary Portrait of a
Viennese Jew in Robert Musil's
The Man Without Qualifies ' " Or
Geoffrey Howes, an assistant
professor in German and Russian at
Bowling Green, will speak.
Conference Room, Jerome Library
7:30 p.m. - Freshmen Bible Study
United Christian Felowship Center.
313 Thurstin.
9 p.m.-Concert
The Symphonic Band wlfl perform
Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
9 p.m. - Stressed
Relaxation exercises wiH be taught
Bring a friend and a pillow Free and
open to ail Sponsored by the
Student WeHness Center and
Founders Resident Advisors. Gold
Lounge, Founders.
9 p-m. - Progressive Student
Organization
United Christian Fellowship Center,
313 Thurstin
9 p.m. - Roach Out
Social Service Organization. 200
Moseiey
8 p.m.- Circle K
Alumni Room. Union

I 9 a.m. - Track
Men s and Wonwn s teams at the
! Penn Relays. PIWadelprHa. and the
| Drake Relays. Des Moines

7:90 p.m. - Reading In the Chapel
Fiction writers John Edwards and
Carol Thompson wiH read Prout
Chapel

I a.m.-4: JO p.m. - Art Exhibit
', Undergraduate student art show
Gallery, Fine Arts

9 p.m. - Concert
The Concert and University Bands
wiH perform Kobacker Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center

t a.m.-Sp.m. - Teacher Job Fair
| Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union
v a.m-9 p.m. -Exhibit
"Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library
II a-m.- Track
Men's and Women's teams at the
Htasdate Relays. Hetodale. Mich
11:30 a.m. - Church Sarvlca
St Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstm
e p.m. - BGSU Karate
Gym, Eppler Center

9 a.m.-Sp.m- Exhibit
"Heritage and Mission Jewish
| Vienna." Jerome Library

9 p.m. - Lenharl Classic Film
Series
Disney Month "The Many
Adventures of Winnie the Pooh'"
and "Once Upon a Mouse." Free
and open to afl Gish Film Theatre

CM

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show.
Gallery Fine Arts
S a.m.-fl p.m. -Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna." Jerome Library.
10:90 a.m.-l 2:30 p.m. - Program
Alternative Career Specialties in
Broadway, Compnman and Avant
Qard " BGSU Distinguished Visiting
University Professor will present
the program She w* also give a
piano session from 1 30-2.30 p.m.
and a master class from 2 30-4 30
pm Bryan Recital HaN. Moore
Musical Arts Center
11 a.m.-Track
Men's and Women's teams st the
Hdsdafe Relays HUadeJe. Mich.
12:1 ft p.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstln
2 p.m. - Softball
BGSU at Ball State University.
Muncie. md.
9 p.m. - Tennis
Women's team at the University of
Toledo '
3 p.m. - Tennis
Men's team vs Eastern Michigan
University
• p.m. - B. G. Gaming Society
Free and open to al. 222
Education
3:30 p.m. - Economics
Colloquium Series
Time-SepaYeble Preferences.
Business Cycles and Saving." Dr
Michael Oowd of the University of
Toledo wfll speak Free and open to
aH. 4000 Business Admtnistrstion
0-10 pm - Women for Women
Movie series Free and open to ail
State Room. Union

10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Open Auditions
Oklahoma1' Bowling Green
Summer Musical Theatre For more
information, can F Eugene Dybdahl
at 372 8623 Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

I 9a.m.-Track
Men's and Women's teams at the
Penn Reiaya, Philadelphia, and the
Drake Relays. Des Moines

0 p.m. - Students lor Life
Faculty Lounge, Union

9 »m. - Track
Men's and Women's teams at the
Penn Relays. Philadelphia, Penn..
and the Drake Relays, Des Moines.
towa

9 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"Sky Stones " Planetarium

9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock
Basement of Harshman
Quadrangle

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
Bedroom Farce " Admission is $4
for students and senior citizens. $6
tor others Eva Marie Samt Theater

7:30 a.m. - Breakfast In 80
The Shape of Peace in the Middle
East (man Abdetmoneim M
Khattab. director of the Islamic
Center of Greater Toledo, and Dr
JohnG Merriam. associate
professor of political science, w*
apeak. The coat la $4.
; Reservations can be made by
caflmg Marcia Una at 372-2424
by April 19 Open to al MUeti
Alumni Center

9 a.m.-g p.m. - Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library

10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Open Auditions
"CHuahoma1" Bowbng Green
Summer Musical Theatre For more
information. caH F Eugene Dybdahl
at 372 8623 Kobacker Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
11 a.m. - Track
Men's and Women's teams at the
Hilsdale Relays HiHsdsle Mich
CM

Noon - Tennis
Women's team at Eastern Michigan
University. Ypaeanb
1 p.m. - Softball
BGSU at Ban State University
Muncie. Ind
2 p.m. -Tennis
Men's team vs University ol
Toledo
7 p.m. BGSU Flute Choir
Free and open to afl. Choral
Rehearsal Had, Moore Muscat Arts
Canter
S p.m.- BGSU JSJZ
The Oregon Jazz Ensemble will
perform. Tickets are $5. $7. and
$9 with a $2 discount for students
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center
9 p.m. - Theatre Production
'Bedroom Farce Admission M $4
for students and senior citizens. SB
for others Eva Marie Saint Theater

dJ

3:30 p.m. - Seminar
Nectar Resources. Polknator
Behavior, and Plant Reproductive
Success " The speaker win be
Beverly Rathke. of the Department
ot Biological Sciences at the
University of Michigan Sponsored
by the department of biological
sciences 112 Ufe Sciences

11 30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstm
0:30 p.m. - Amnesty Internstlonsl
306 Hanna

7 p.m. - Church Service
Faith Temple. 175 State St

Noon - Track
Men's team at the Miami Dual

7 p.m.-Mid Week Prayer
Pirst Baptist Church. 749 S
Winter gar den

1 p.m. - Softball
BGSU at Eastern Michigan
University vpsilanti

7 p.m. - Jewish Vienna Speaker
"Jakov Lmd A Writer m Extremis "
Dr Stella Rosenfeld. a professor at
Cleveland State University, wil
speak Conference Room. Jerome
Library

1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU at Bail State University
Mucie Ind

9 p.m. - Stressed
Relaxation exercises will be taught
Bring a friend and a pillow Free and
open to al Sponsored by the
Student Weflness Center and
Founders Resident Advisors. Gold
Lounge.Founders

9 e.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
I "Chalkmarks m the Ram " This
exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center

3 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU at the University of Dayton

9 a.m.-9 p.m.-Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library

3 p.m.-Softball
BGSUvs Wnght State University
Softball Field

11:30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstm

0 p.m.-BGSU Karate Club
Open to all Gym. Eppler Center

ea-

9 p.m.-BGSU Karate
Gym. Eppler Center

9,10 p.m. and Midnight - UAO

7 p.m. - Active Christiana Today
Alumni Room. Union

White Palace." $ 1.50 wrth vakd
BGSUatudentlD 2i0Math
Sciences

0:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Group
217 W Washington St

9 p.m. - Dry Dock
Free and open to al Basement of
Harshman Quadrangle

9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
United Christian Fesowship Center
313 Thurstm

9 p.m. - Students for Life
Free and open to al Faculty
Lounge. Union

1-0 p.m. -Exhibit
"Hentage and Mission Jewish
Vienna '' Free and open to al
Jerome Library
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show
Gallery. Fme Arts
4 p. m. - Quest Recital
Violinist Janet Packer will perform
Free and open to afl Bryan Recital
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center
8 p.m.-Recital
Faculty and students of the BGSU
Creative Arts program wtl perform.
Free and open to afl Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center

9 am -4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show
Gaflery Fine Arts
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Chalkmarks m the Ram " This
exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center
9 «.m.-9 p.m. - Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna." Jerome Library
11 30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstin
12:90 p.m. - Meditation Group
Open to al United Christian
Fesowship. 313 Thurstm

9 p.m.-Exam Cram
The Off Campus Student Center
wril be open for people studying for
finals It wil be open 24 hours a day
until 3 30 p m Friday

rn

9 p.m. - Bryan Chamber Series
Mixed Chamber Concert Free and
open to all Bryan Recital Hal
Moore Musical Arts Center

I 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
R1 Undergraduate student art show
fim Galery, Fine Arts

9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library

9-11:30 a.m. - Advisement
For hearing impaired majors 444
Education

3 p.m. - Recital
Vocal students who participated m
Martina Arroyo's classes wdl
perform Free and open to all
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center

9 p.m. - Circle K
Alumni Room. Union

I 9a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Undergraduate student art show
Gallery. Fme Arts

9 p.m. - College Democrats
110 Business Administration

1-9 p.m.-Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Free and open to all
Open through Friday. May 11
Jerome Library

9 p.m. - Reach Out
Social service organization 200
Moseley

9 p.m.-Stressed
Relaxation exercises will be taught
Bring a friend and a pillow Free and
open to al Sponsored by the
Student Wellness Center and
Otfenhauer Resident Advisors
Mam Lounge. Otfenhauer

7:30 p.m. -Meeting
Northwest Otvo Chapter of the
American Statistical Association
"Bnngmg Statistics to the
Schools Cheryl Szpunar of the
Uptohn Company wil speak
Refreshments to follow Free and
open to al 459 Math Sciences

I 10 a.m.-2 p.m -Open Auditions
Oklahoma1 Bowling Green
Summer Musical Theatre For more
information. calF Eugene Dybdahl
at 372 8623 Kobacker HaN.
I Moore Musical Arts Center

10 a.m.-Track
| Women's team at the Toledo
Invitational

9 p.m. - Progressive Student
Organization
United Christian Fellowship Center.
313 Thurstm

0 p.m. - Students for Life
Faculty Lounge. Union

7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian
Fellowship
Prout Chapel

9 a.m.-Sp.m.-Exhibit
Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Free and open to all
Jerome Library

7:30 p.m. - Freshman Bible Study
United Christian Fellowship Center.
313 Thurstm

9 p.m. - Guest Recital
Husband and Wife Duo."
Bassoonist William Davist and
pianist Jolene Davis will perform
Free and open to al Bryan Recital
HaN. Moore Musical Arts Center

| 9 a.m.-S p.m.-Art Exhibit
"Chalkmarks m the Rain " This
I exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
| Room. Moore Musical Arts Center

9 a.m.-Tennis
Men's teem at the Mid-American
Coherence Championships
Kalamazoo. Mich

1-2:30p.m. -Meeting
People for Racial Justice Free and
open to al Taft Room. Union

9 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit
Chalkmarks in the Ram "This
exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center

9 p.m. - Theatre Production
"Bedroom Farce ' Admission is $4
for students and senior citizens, SB
for others Eva Marie Saint Theater

9,10 p.m and Midnight - UAO
Movie
White Palace "$1 50 with valid
BGSU student I O 210Math
Sclencea

CM

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit
f*^J Undergraduate student art show
f**M Galery. Fine Arts

I 9a.m.-Tennis
Men's team at the Mid-American
Conference Championships
Kakwnazoo. Mich
9 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit
Chalkmarks in the Ram This
I exhibit features metal leaf
compositions by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
| Room, Moore Musical Arts Center
9 a.m.-9 p.m - Exhibit
"Heritage and Mission Jewish
Vienna " Jerome Library
12:15 p.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish. 426
Thurstm
1 p.m.-Baseball
BGSU at Bel State University
Muncie. Ind
2 p.m.-Softball
BGSU at Eastern Michigan
University VpsOantt

9 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit
"Chalkmarks m the Ram " This
exhibit features metal leaf
composrtxjns by graduate student
Robert Welch Kennedy Green
Room. Moore Musical Arts Center
9 a.m.-9 p.m. -Exhibit
"Heritage and Mission Jewish
I Vienna " Jerome Library
11:30 a.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstm
7 p.m. - Church Service
Faith Temple. 175 State St
7 p.m. - MM Week Prayer
First Baptist Church. 749 S
Winter gar den

10 a.m. - Commencement
I Willie Mays wi" speaK Guest
tickets are not required
Candidates for graduation are to
assemble lor the Processional al
9 30 a m at the west side of the
stadium Doyt L Perry Field
2 p.m. -Softball
BGSU vs Central Michigan
| University Softball Field
9 p.m. - Track
Men s and women s teams at the
Kent Dual

Victims of crime subjects of
week-long awareness effort
We all know certain facts about
crime awareness, but it is often
easy to forget them, or at least
give them lessor priority, when
we've never been the victim of a
serious crime This apathy is the
focus of National Crime Victims
Week, Sunday through Friday.
April 21-26. both here and across
the nation
Numerous crime awareness
programs are being sponsored on
campus by the Student Health
Service. Monday through Friday
there will be booths set up in the
Union with a different theme for
each day Crime problems that will
be examined are, respectively,
theft, harrassment. sexual assault,
alcohol related crimes and physical assault.
There will also be a special program on Tuesday. April 23. at 8

p.m., when there will be a theatre
troupe presentation and a panel
discussion on various aspects of
crime The troupe "Relationships
on the Road'' will present skits analyzing the affects of crime on relationships, such as those between family and friends The
troupe is comprised entirely of
BGSU students, and they have
been invited to perform their relationship-inspecting skits nationwide.
The panel will feature members
of the University faculty and other
community leaders. Barbara
Hoffman, a nurse clinician for Student Health Service, will discuss
injuries she has treated resulting
from violent crimes; Dr Steven
Lab, of the Department of Criminal
Justice, will examine the rights of
crime victims: Barbara Waddell,

Public Information Officer, will answer questions pertaining to self
defense; and Betty Yarris, from
Counseling and Career Development, will talk about counseling
services that are available for victims of crime. Kim Jones, director
of the theatre troupe, will be the
moderator The event is free and
open to all, and the audience is actively encouraged to take part.
According to Jeanne Wright.
Student Health Service, the purpose of BGSU's involvement in the
week is twofold. First, her office
hopes to make students more
aware of the potential for crime
and the impact that it can have on
their friends and family. Second,
she would like more information to
be available to students regarding
the rights of crime victims and survivors.

Crucial Roots forum commands
understanding, social change
Interested in learning more
about African-American roots?
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
is presenting an educational
forum, "Crucial Roots Journal
Symposium: Social Change and
the Cultural Arts " The program
will be held tomorrow. April 20, 10
a.m.-4 30 p.m in the Amani
Room, Commons.
The symposium will focus on the
publication of the second issue of
"Crucial Roots Journal,'' a journal
of literature and art produced by

the ECAP staff Discussion topics
include women and reggae, black
exploitation films and ethnic invisibility.
The forum will begin with the
presentation of two videos. "Hats,
Handerchiefs and Fans," which
tells of the African-American experience in Lima, Ohio from
1900-1950 and "Understanding
Each Other: Racial and Ethnic Relations at Bowling Green State
University.''

Refreshments will be served
from noon-2 p.m. with entertainment featuring live performance of
music, theater and poetry readings. The audience is encouraged
to participate
Following the performances,
speakers will present their papers
from the journal until 4 p.m., when
the group "Black Minds of Music"
will perform.
All activities are free and open to
the public.

REJOICE!

Ofllc* of Public Ralilloni photo

Competitors in last years Mud Volleyball Tournament gather to celebrate a
victory after a game. This year s tournament will take place tomorrow and
Sunday, April 20-21 Games will be held to a m -5p m tomorrow and 11
am Spm Sunday at College Park The 32 team spots lor the event are
already filled and the registration deadline has passed, but spectators are encouraged to attend T-shirts wiH be available lor S W. and lood from Quarter's
will be sold

Folk trio brings touch o' the Irish to
campus with season close of series
The music of Ireland will be featured in the final event of the inaugural season of the Musical Crossroad Series Making a guest appearance is the trio of Moloney,
O'Connell and Keane, performing
tomorrow, April 20, in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center
Three of Ireland's finest musicians, the trio creates a unique

blend of music using traditional
Irish and contemporary instruments to present a variety of
songs, including reels, jigs and
ballads
Mick Moloney. banjo and mandalin player for the group, has
played professionally with several
folk groups in Dublin as well as the
famed Irish group, The Johnstons.
In 1984 readers of "'Frets Maga-

Roommate Intimacy could
be worth $1 00 from UAO
One hundred dollars will go to
the team who wins UAO's Roommate o' the Year contest tonight at
7 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
In contrast to previous years, no
essay is required For the first time
ever, the event will be similar to
the Newlywed Game There will
be two question and answer
rounds of approximately 20
minutes each, followed by a winners' round.

tition. there will be a limit to the
number of competitors Eight pairs
of contestants will be randomly
drawn, four before each of the first
two rounds of the game
Dave Lockard, this year's College Comedy Competition winner,
will be the master of ceremonies.
In addition to hosting the event, he
will perform a comedy routine.
Sign-ups are in the UAO office
on the third floor of the Union
There is no admission charge and
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zine" named him best tenor banjoist in America
Robbie O'Connell, guitarist in
the trio, began his carrer at the
age of 13 playing in his family's
guest house on Saturday evenings At 17 he was in a folk group
which won the prestigious Kilkenny International Folk Competition. In 1977 he toured with
Clancy Brothers throughout the
United States and continues to
appear and record with them.
Jimmy Keane, the accordian
player, has developed a unique
style influenced by fiddlers, flute
players, banjo players and uillean
players He has won five consecutive All-Ireland titles on the accordian, the first Irish-American ever
to do so. He has appeared at numerous folk festivals, including the
Smithsonian Bicentennial Folkfest,
the Border Line Festival and the
London Irish Festival. A composer, he is also an avid collector
of both new and old songs

Ofllce ol Public Relation! photo
Tickets for the concert are on
Lillian Gish. aa she wHi appear In two silent movies this weekend. "Broken
sale at the musical center box ofBlossoms
wUbe
shown
tomorrow,
April
20.
and
"A Romance ol Happy Valfice, and are $3 for students and
■ - ley."onSunday. April21. BothshowstStaatarP&Op-m inme-OlahFHm — >
.1 iOT«r_ciliMns an4J5 fir others. -"Theater,
aridbotnareinioaifdgpenlatha\a*»ajmmmmmmmmmmmm^mmmmmma%

Holy comeback!
Robin returns!
by Tim Funk
contributing wiler

Back from the crypt of comic
history, Robin returns — a new
costume, a new attitude, a new
haircut. The character has
undergone numerous makeovers,
either outgrowing the costume
and flying the coop, getting
killed, or simply wearing out the
trite boy wonder image for DC
Comics fans to keep reading.
Young detective wizard Tim
Drake has filled the footwear of
the previous Robin In his own
limited series which was published In late 1990. Drake had a
brief cameo In Detective Comics
In 1990 before fostering his heroic abilities under teachers of
Batman's choice.
This Is the third Robin to Join
the ranks of Batman's proteges.
The character originally appeared in 1940, soon after Batman's own 1939 debut. The original Robin. Dick Grayson. coined
the title of "Boy Wonder" as an
8-year-old trapeze artist In a family act of a traveling circus. Grayson's parents were killed In a
trapeze act rigged by crooked
gangsters. As Grayson clutched
his motionless parents under the
■ From Trip20, page 6.
"That was the thing that got
our foot out of the Cypress and
Into other bars — places like
Frankle's and the Rocket Inn,"
Caufman said.
The band recorded Its first full
album using prize money and
additional funds. The album Instigated the name change, because there were already a few
groups called Deep Six on vinyl,
Caufman said. As an Ironic footnote, they titled the debut album
Deep Six.
"Trip 20 Just came from a long
list of names." Caufman said. "As
far as any pre-planned meaning,
there was none."
Trip 20s first album was wellreceived, charting at the University's WBGU-FM and at Michigan
State. It was also reviewed by the
nationally-distributed College
Music Journal

empty trapeze, Batman swung
down from the big top and offered htm the chance to avenge
their death. Dead parents tend to
be the Inspiring principle behind
the Batman fellowship.
Grayson filled the goodhumored, altruistic boy scout
mold with which most are familiar. The volumes of predictable
holy (fill In the blank) "Jokes of
the Robin of the 60s "Batman"
TV series (played by Burt Ward)
were Inspired by this character.
However, Grayson retired
from his sidekick status In 1986
As the first Robin. Grayson remained In Batman's shadow, subordinate to the firsthand adventure of Batman. Grayson s friendship with Batman became even
more tainted when Batman
(Bruce Wayne) decided to adopt a
youth named Jason Todd In 1982
and soon after mold Into the next
Robin. Grayson eventually became the Independent crimefighter. Nlghtwlng. and continued to lead the Teen Titans, a
young superhero group which
debuted In the mld-60s.
Obviously, the discrepancy between comic book aging and real
life time Is the main stumbling
block In tracking the history of a
character such as Robin. Even If
Robin were only 14 when the
"People told us If we'd have
sent more out we would've gotten
an offer from a recording label.
So this time we're going to send
more out." Caufman said. "It's going to be a big production."
They plan to release their second album In August. Recording
will be done by June, Caufman
said, but they want the release to
coincide with the beginning of
the next school year.
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BOY WONDER Batman's trusty sidekick springs Into action In the
first Issue of "Ro bin."
Teen Titans were founded in
1964. he'd be 41 today. Comics
fans tend to Ignore such things In
order to preserve the continuity
of their favorite characters
Batman discovered Jason Todd
to be a street thug, tracking him
down after he stole the tires from
the Batmoblle — leaving one of
the most famous automobiles In
Trip 20 Is currently recording
at Denny-Lynn Studios In Toledo.
"On this album we kind of got
away from a lot of keyboards and
were kind of running straight
with guitars and vocals," Barker
said. "It'll be shorter than the last
one, but with better material."
Finances for this album are
again coming from pocket and
prize money. Trip 20 snagged
first place last December In the

BGSU GRADUATES HAVE WORKED
HERE:

■ See Kobin. page 8.
Battle of the Bands at Frankle's In
Toledo.
The group competed In the finals with Jericho Turnpike and
Random Soul, but prominent
local bands such as Vambo
Marble Eye and Big Hunk 0'Cheese weren't In the contest due
to various schedule conflicts.
"It was kind of a bad contest
because It kind of sprung up really quick," Caufman said

Currently, Trip 20 Is trying to
change Its "cover band" Image.
"We did get our start as a cover
band, but we're phasing out the
covers and doing originals."
Caufman said. "We want to be
known as an original band."
After successfully handling the
transitions and the wear and tear
of four years In the Northwest
Ohio music scene, Trip 20 has
many miles left.
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American pop culture sitting on
cinder blocks.
Under Batman's wing and the
usual obsession caused by dead
parents Todd took Robin's role
but exceeded Grayson In arrogance and cynicism.
Apparently readers tired of
this model of Robin as well. In

■ From Armsdillo. page 6.
"Why not? It gives us an
alphabetical advantage." Brett
Lenart answered.
The group has a happy-golucky enthusiasm that seems to
please music-loving crowds at
Good Tymes In downtown BG.
their most frequent venue.
"We're not In It to make
money. We Just have fun."
Brandt said.
With this non-profit attitude in
mind. It's only fitting that the
band's goals are not too extravagantly greedy.
"We Just want to play anywhere — maybe go on tour to Colombus..." Brandt said.
"...Just to earn enough gas
money to come to our gigs,"
drummer Todd Lenart concluded.
Their love for good music Is
obvious and whatever the members may say, don't believe that
they're the ugliest band In BG.
Brandt Just received notice that
he will be attending the University next year, so chances are good
that Armadillo will continue
sweeping BG with their special
blend of guitar-based, harddriving music.
While the Armadillo Is native
to the tropics, this Is one band
that has found Its habitat In the
windswept flatlands of Northwest Ohio...however odd that
habitat may be.
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BECAUSE THEY WORKED HERE:

The BG News

'tea, coffee, or fountain pop
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■ From Local, page 5.
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■ I-rom Dr.Dave, page 3.

Shot" woman sang the 19B3 Top
40 hit with the line "It's a little
too little. It's a little too late"?
Junior level-Three points each.
5. Who sang the Top 20 hit
-Little Liar" In 1989?

6. What British man hit the Top
40 In 1985 with "Little By Little"?
Senior level-Four points each.
7. What "Angel of the Horning" country woman hit the Top

20 In 1982 with "Love's Been A
Little Bit Hard On Me"?
8. What British man hit the Top
Five In 1980 with "Little Jeanle"?
Graduate level-Five points
each.
9. What British duo hit the Top
20 In 1989 with "A Little Respect"?
10. What British band who
played at Rally on the River last
year scored their biggest Ameri-

can hit with a late 1987 song featuring the line "Little red grains
of sand" from their album "Babylon and On"?
Yet again this week, the friendly Finders Records and Tapes
folks at 128 N. Main. BG. will
furnish our fabulous winner with
a FREE cassette. Why don't YOU
drop me a little letter to be a little
winner?

■ i-'rom Jericho, page S.
band," Bromeler said. "But I realJT hopes to play at Cleveland's
Sormaz also expressed a desire
annual Undercurents music
ly like what's happening In BG."
to se more variety In the local
showcase In May. They also plan
scene.
to return to Cleveland's Right
Sormaz praised the Good
"Sometimes I wish there were
Track recording studio
Tymes Pub in dowtown BG for
more bands In town," he said.
(whereSp(nn/n£ was recorded)
supporting local music and said
"There's no way we can comthis summer to record some
that he wished other local bars,
plain about the local scene,"
tracks which will hopefully sursuch as Howard's Club H, did the Bromeler said.
same.
face on a CD.
At one point, Hayes began to
The BG scene gets rave reviews
laugh when describing Jericho
"Howard's oilers no opportuni- Turnpike's sound.
from the members of Jericho
ty for local music," Sormaz said.
Turnpike.
"Most of our stuff Is In major
"And It's kind of a drag because
"I wasn't really Involved with
keys," he said. "Because we're
the local scene until I Joined the
the place Is so big."
basically happy-go-lucky guys."
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industrial dance grooves which
many associate with the term
"progressive." "There's a small
army out there (in Bowling
Green) that appreciates original
music," Perry Finch,
slnger/songwrtter/basslst for
local heavy strummers Vambo
Marble Eye said.
Dave Pomeroy, drummer for
BG's Phantom Circus, believes
that local bar owners are more
receptive to original acts than
they have been in the past, but
quickly added that the amount of
money they are willing to part
with Is significantly less.
"Generally, they (local bars)
don't pay as well for original music as they do cover bands."
Pomeroy said. "I don't think It's
universal. It's more a small town,
Midwest thing."
Matt WlUauer. lead singer for
BG cover band Blltzen, believes
part of a cover band's success Is
the fact that they play material
that's familiar to their audience.
"It helps a lot. We've got a big
following. The bar owners know
that we've got a decent following

so they'll book us," he said.
WlUauer also thinks the comparison between original music
and cover bands is unfounded.
"There's no real way to compare the two," WlUauer said. "It's
like apples and oranges."
While their approaches to music may differ, WlUauer expressed an appreciation for what
the original bands are doing.
"I love to watch Big Hunk O'Cheese play," he said. "I think
they're great. As a musician, I respect them."
So when you get fight down to
the real nitty gritty In the cornfed
city of Bowling Green, what's the
bottom line? Well, If you hope to
find any steady gigs, the bottom
line Is getting people to come out
to see you. Once again It's the almighty greenback that keeps the
doors of opportunity open.
Like John DeSmlth of Howard's
said,"In the long run, what comes
through the door speaks for Itself."
Bowling Green can be a cold
city.

■ From Robin, page 7.
1988s "Death In the Family"
four-Issue run of Detective Comics, a 1 -900 number was printed which readers could call to
prevent Robin's death. As it goes,
the readers were a bit bloodthirsty. The Joker killed Todd
with a lead pipe, a rather ineloquent way to kill a mockingbird,
considering the Joker's usual artistic zest for murder.
Batman has now chosen Tim
Drake after his short-lived solo
career, continuing the myth of

Batman's psychological need for
a sidekick. Drake Is a youth with
computer and detective skills
which threaten to exceed the detective edge of Batman. Batman
chose him after Drake figured out
his secret Identity through detective skill. So far, only Drake's
mother has died and his father Is
paralyzed. Avenging parents has
become a bit cryptic apparently.
So the legend continues in this
year's model. Let's hope Robin
3 is the best and last.

IH.Sl llw.m. prrM-m*.
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